Sands of faith warband

Continue

Hello, since there was no realistic fashion based in the Crusades time I decided to do it myself, year 1185 and the Crusaders have a very difficult time keeping their property in the Levant, it is up to the player decided to join the new crusade or join the armies of Ayubid Sultanate or Sultanate Roma. This is a realistic map of the Holy Land. Version 0.9
Improved version 0.9 Final (Turkish) FACTIONS: -Kingdom of Jerusalem -Principality of Antioch -Knights of the Templars -Knights Of the Hospitaller -Ayubid Sultanate -Sultanate Rom-Teutonic Knights (can be created by player) NOTE: - Folder PLAYER WARCRIES AND VOICE ORDERS has a crusader and a Muslim version for the voice which you want,
and copy/paste files waving the sounds of the folder and sounds.txt in the Sands of Faith folder, replace when asked. To perform warcry Press N. - THE USER INTERFACE folder has an additional Muslim ui if you want to change the copy/paste .dds file into the Sands of Faith Textures folder and replace. - The FACTION RELATIONS folder has optional
factional communication if you prefer to start playing with Ayubids and Seljuks in the war to copy/paste the relevant factions.txt in the Folder of Faith Sands and replace. - By default satellites you make lords teutonic card icon, if you want to change open txt file Companions Extra map icons in the sands of faith folder, copy the one you want, open
map_icons.txt and almost at the beginning replace the ikon_tevton_knight with the one you chose. MAIN FEATURES: -Advanced Diplomacy System -Abillity join the faction of armies as a knight-advanced formation system -Start as one of the leaders of the faction or Lords-New animations, scenes, graphics, audio-epic and voice-acted battles -Naval battles The possibility of dueling the greatest knights in the Holy Land - The ability to play as one of your comrades in battles -The ability to choose between a battle sequel camera or play in As one of the regular troops including Maritime Trade - Correct map of the Middle East - Correct faction banners and card badges -Create Teutonic Knight's Order - Events with
Choice and Consequences -Advanced Tournament System - New System Of Recruitment and Historic Tree Troopers -Historical Names for Characters and Settlements -Historic Armor and Weapon -Build Your Own Outpost / Fort Anywhere on the map - Play fun A: Knights are not part of the tree troop and can only be recruited in cities and you have to be a
lord to see the option, and even then only knights from your faction in the cities belonging to your faction will join. Knights can be upgraded once to a faction of a specific knight. Each knight is 10 times more expensive than an ordinary recruit (100 denars vs. 10 denars). The system of recruiting normal troops is similar, however, once the villages of the we will
have volunteers. There is no no to recruit mercenaries, but they are more expensive. CREATION TEUTONIC KNIGHTS: While technically you can create a random fraction, as in vanilla and other mods, this mod is optimized to create a Teutonic Knight. You create a new faction as usual, although you need to own the city (the castle is not enough) and then
replace the default minister with a companion, get the chancellor and ask to change the culture and choose the Teutonic Knights. Wait as 2/3 days too so that it is updated. The satellites you make lords will have Teutonic gear and a banner. All you have to do, either, is that it gives the correct faction name and get the Teutonic banner, but before you make
them the Lords remove all the items from the inventory and what they are equipped to ensure that they are equipped with Teutonic gear. Teutonic gear for yourself you can get from Jerusalem and Antioch stores. There are 3 comrades wandering the Holy Land who are perfect for the Teutonic Lords, they are easy to learn with their German names (actually
the names of the first three Teutonic grandmasters). CULTURAL STORES: The items that can be found in stores depend on the faction. Some elements are shared with several other factions (for example, the common armour of the Crusaders is divided between all factions of the Crusaders), but factional specific items you can only find in this faction store.
KNOWN BUGS AND ISSUES: - When you set up in villages it will display 100 denars per person, it's wrong, you only pay 10 denars. - When freelancing is like a knight, after being captured you had to go back to the gentleman, but you do not get an opportunity in the dialogue, so just ask to leave and then ask to join again. If you don't find it in a few days you
will leave automatically. - Sometimes caravans (or eventually other parties) may look stopped and not move, just talk to them to fix it (SHALL HAVE FIXED WITH PATCH). - There are at least 2 cities that when on your ship and trying to land that clicking on the city does nothing, just click on the village/castle closer to it. - Sometimes when you try to enter the
fort game will crash, it's a bit random, but helps wait a day after updating it and after downloading save. In any case, save your game before you enter the fort. - Avoid using book trading books as it is reportedly bugged. - Having multiple outposts and trying to destroy can break the game and corrupt save (ideally avoid using the destroy feature, because it is
unclear how extensive this error can be). - If you have a MAC or you can't read the font or just don't like it, remove it FONT_DATA. XML from the data folder and FONT. DDS from the texture folder in the Sands of Faith folder to return to vanilla. TIPS: - Click I to see The Troop Ratio Bar, after using the order bar it will return to the mini-map. - Click N to
perform - Click M to call your horse. - When you run as king because of how the script works the name of the Lords become the default player of the kingdom vassal title in this case Master, just go to the camp menu / manage your kingdom / custom custom and replaced with the appropriate name. - When on your ship, if you go to camp menu you will be able
to try to catch fish, it is due to feeding skill. - Tap the T key while wearing the helmet to get a helmet vision, you must also use the R key to change the 1st person's view to get the proper look. Pressing the T key again should change the look of the helmet, but when the fight is tapped so press Esc to go to Options Menu and then back into the fight and it will
be reversed. - In taverns, if you talk to the tavern keeper, you can choose to play an interesting game called Find the Lady, you can get lucky and earn denars or get greedy and lose everything. - When you run games like the king or the Lord either than the troops you have in your party, you also have a full army in your city or castle, so go there and chose to
manage this city or castle, manage the garrison and get all the troops you need. - Talk to your advisers to establish your kingdom policy, you have to do it to get money from the calculations. - Before you start the game go to the camp menu and look at all available options, there are tons to customize your gameplay, much of the behavior in this fashion is
optional. Also for ai to use education properly (if you want to check it) you should also put the ai installation at a high in diplomacy options. SOURCE CODE PERMISSION CONDITIONS: - Can't be used as a base for fashion on about the same theme as this one (crusades) - Can't use any scenes of sea battle, cities, castles or Anatolian villages (mostly those
in sultanate Ram territory) without permission el xabeo de la Cova from Hispania 1200 (this includes exteriors and interiors, arenas and taverns) where it is because of SPECIAL THANK: - Bismarck for the native module compilation, which I used as a base module of the system with diplomacy and Custom Commander merged - Feyd1979 for the big card - el
xabeo de la cova for the release of the source code with its mod Hispania 1200 wich made it possible to integrate the script to start as king / Lord and many other scenarios and allow me to use Hispania 1200 scenes , all credits him for all new scenes (cities, castles, villages, sea battles, lairs, meeting scenes), many scenarios and a few icons and objects the Crusaders Path to the Atonement team to release their great work, which is the graphical basis of this fashion, all credits for them almost all subjects, battlefield scenes, interface, textures, icons, shaders, flora, border terrain, skyboxes and some sounds in this fashion - Goodfutter for this crusader voice purposely for this fashion (also Matmohair1 for Arab
voices package) - produno of the world of ice and fire for help in editing the map campaign - ElPadrino for the sand Crusaders Way to Expiation Team, 1257 AD, Crusader Deus Vult, Native Expansion, Tocans Calradia, Gecocuyo, 1429 la Guerre de Cent Ans, Native Modular, Floris el xabeo de la Cova, Feyd1979, Feyd1979, Waichti, Rubik, Taragot,
Kaba'drin, Windiplines, Motomataru, Jinnai, Arch3r, MartinF, Anardion, Chekmati, Blessed Lancer, Temperd, Ainar, Almansur, Counterpoint, Lumos, Love, Sphere, Spirit, Ruthven, Laseros, Papa Lazarus, Iboltak Dunde, Cherbina, Andy, Goodfootter, Matmohair1, Ibibil, FantasyWaror, Mark7, Melfiz, Cuauk, DrTomas, Seid Usman, Winter Evil, Mike BlackDeer,
TheFatty, zedpaolo RELATED: - Excerpt in your Mount Blade Warband / Modules folder - Select Sands of Faith v1.5 on the Launch Mods list - Play and enjoy Sands of Faith v1.5 RELEASED Changelog: - Fixed problems, Introduced with Patch - Fixed Fast Fights - Fixed Helmets Stats and Cost - Improved Environment - New Presentations reinforcements
and sounds - New presentations - Redesigned audio - Many common fixes, settings and replacements - Extra ENB optimized for SoF - Source code enabled SoF v1.5 Campaign Map Patch: - Will fix sometimes parties get stuck in the campaign map. I have no plans for a new version at the moment, would like to replace cities for exact unique cities, at least,
but do not know when or if it will happen, so this will be the final version for a while, I believe there are no major errors, most known errors in the description. Thanks to all that helped and supported this mod. Maud Crusades? I will go. It looks interesting, I'll play tomorrow I really like the set system (Knights) Congrats brilliant work really, by the way, the
helmets used by Seljuks were not unique, so you can also give them Ayyubids - there was a big difference in regards to the armor and equipment used throughout the Middle East will go for it now, not playing JV in a while, so it should be fun. Released additional test patch rebalance, changelog: -Land redistribution, Jerusalem and Antioch have 1 more city
each and several castles -Sergeants installed unit-buffed knights of military order as confrere and factions (military order of the highest level knights are now the strongest unit) - Slightly nerfed mamluks and the level to 21 and riders to 18 - to light spear-removed 1 lock from the Templars and hospital fixing bug, also changed the Templars Kerak Castle with
Kesaria, so it is close to Acre-Some small fun fixes so far. Definitely worth at least one play-through for those who stop and reading a topic who haven't. Run with an additional Rebalance Test patch. Freelancer: The captured mission activated when the lord was defeated in battle as intended, however no option of conversation to join was offered in the castle
or field. The faction was Ayyubid Sultanate, the lord was Salah al-Din. A new version (v0.4) has been released. patch for the new version (v0.4), which gives a permanent relationship between the factions. Will we get an extra patch with Sergeants and the like? A patch for the new version (v0.4) has been released, which gives a permanent relationship
between the factions. Very interested in that. I'm playing with the WB1.153 version, will this mod work with that? I've been looking everywhere, and you don't seem to specify. Thank you so much for your hard work. A patch for the new version (v0.4) has been released, which gives a permanent relationship between the factions. Very interested in that. I'm
playing with the WB1.153 version, will this mod work with that? I've been looking everywhere, and you don't seem to specify. Thank you so much for your hard work. Yes, it works with any version of 1.153 Will we get an extra patch with mounted sergeants and the like as well? This patch was for test reasons half the material that I kept in this new version, like
changes in the military statistics of knights orders, making them the strongest units in the game, a little nerf for mamluks and riders and Muslim spears being light spears now. Some changes in land distribution were saved (although some I gave the Templars and hospitallers instead of Jerusalem and Antioch), but most of the castles were returned to the
Ayyubids. Horse sergeants have been experiences, but they feel like cheap knights, it's too much cavalry around. Although I still consider them military orders. The patch for permanent diplomatic relations is just a patch, because I only looked at it after the release of the new version (I know I had to make it up lol), it should work just like the lords of desertion,
they do not desert by themselves, but the player can still influence it. Guys in case you haven't figured it out already the map is just upside down, all you have to do is turn it around... It should be pretty obvious, but apparently there's someone doing let's play and not figured it out. ... It's fun so far. Definitely worth at least one play-through for those who stop
and reading a topic who haven't. Run with an additional Rebalance Test patch. Freelancer: The captured mission activated when the lord was defeated in battle as intended, however no option of conversation to join was offered in the castle or field. The faction was Ayyubid Sultanate, the lord was Salah al-Din. When you choose I want to ask you something.
When you talk to him, you won't get a chance to come back? Edit: Ok I checked it myself, you have to ask to leave and then ask to join again, in any case you do not lose anything to do, in fact you get a relationship with the faction, there are only 2 rank anyway, so you get a higher rank quickly, I will look into fix it anyway. I agree. Thanks for the response and
explanation. About Freelancer: Captured question, yes work around works, but it resets its time in service, which relationship rewards are based on. While you're still getting rewards you'd be owed for that amount of service it seems that the math is beyond that is exponential and therefore the restart of the service has a negative impact on the end result. Not
a game violation, just something didn't work as supposedly figured out I'd share because it's not something that happens reliably. Kingdom SHUT UP AND TAKE MY DOWNLOAD Is it just oversight that you can't be Mr. Ayubid Sultanata from the beginning? I was looking forward to playing as Safadina. Is it just a gaffe that you can't be Mr. Ayubid of the
Sultanate from the beginning? I was looking forward to playing as Safadina. You can play as Saladin, but the Lords is not, because for some strange reason the script refuses to work with the Ayubid Lords, so until I solve this riddle you can only play as Saladin (you start as the king to play Saladin, not the gentleman). Page 2 New version (v0.5) released:
new elements, new features, fixes, settings, permanent diplomatic relations. A couple of interesting bugs I get with the new 0.5 build. First, I get time dates instead of Lords names for some battle results reports. Not the fights I participate in, but the ones that report how going around the map. And it only happens intermittently, so I have no idea what the
reason might be. It's in the minority too. I get 3 or 4 lords lost the battle (and were either captured or fled) and then I get February 11 at 8 o'clock was defeated in battle but managed to escape. Second, the occasional Lord's awards item seems to be duplicating. On 3 occasions since my restart for the new update that I was awarded I got two points each time.
Not always duplicate models either, as once I was awarded Western-style lordly helmets they were 2 different models. And finally, while serving as a mercenary (presumably because I have no positive position with the faction I serve), criminals will come and attack me while I wait for the siege after the marshal, and none of the other lords or their forces will
take part in the battle. It may be as intended, but very annoying. The crusades of the mod, which are actually historically based? Can give it a go. Some suggestions; it would be interesting to see the lords slowly join the kingdom of jerusalem (as if from Europe) and then perhaps filter out in the northern states, sort of like the reverse part of the exile function.
This can create an interesting dynamic where the more crusaders expand, the more lords they receive, which then quarrel over the land. It would also be interesting to have ayyubid mamluk troops recruiting only from their garrison towns (can't remember exactly where they were; I think egyptian mamluks were trained in court, not in garrison towns such as
Abbasid Mamluki). Local infantry gatherings do not have to be upgraded very far, as Egyptian locals have been forced to contend with several harvests a year and are reluctant to soldier. Sudanese mamluks usually filled the selfless role of infantry in their place, while Bedouins were sometimes walking archers. A couple of interesting bugs I get with the new
0.5 build. First, I get time dates instead of Lords names for some results reports Not the fights I participate in, but the ones that report how going around the map. And that's it. happens intermittently, so I have no idea what the reason might be. It's in the minority too. I get 3 or 4 lords lost the battle (and were either captured or fled) and then I get February 11
at 8 o'clock was defeated in battle but managed to escape. Second, the occasional Lord's awards item seems to be duplicating. On 3 occasions since my restart for the new update that I was awarded I got two points each time. Not always duplicate models either, as once I was awarded Western-style lordly helmets they were 2 different models. And finally,
while serving as a mercenary (presumably because I have no positive position with the faction I serve), criminals will come and attack me while I wait for the siege after the marshal, and none of the other lords or their forces will take part in the battle. It may be as intended, but very annoying. The watch thing instead of the gentleman's name is not new, it was
always the case, it is the extra hours that get in the way of the name. Duplicate thing I need more feedback on it, but are you sure it's new? These criminals weren't deserters? I was going to look at them since I realized that no one was attacking them, just since I haven't played this game for a long time, or than necessary for modding, of course I wasn't sure
if they were supposed to be attacked only by their old faction or all factions. That's because I took off the default relationship flag from the factions and needed to establish a relationship myself, I just didn't have that for deserters because I wasn't sure how they should work. But then again, were they deserters? Ah, Gotcha. Will look more into that for you.
Funny, I've never noticed a clock thing before, thanks for correcting me on this. The crusades of the mod, which are actually historically based? Can give it a go. Some suggestions; it would be interesting to see the lords slowly join the kingdom of jerusalem (as if from Europe) and then perhaps filter out in the northern states, sort of like the reverse part of the
exile function. This can create an interesting dynamic where the more crusaders expand, the more lords they receive, which then quarrel over the land. It would also be interesting to have ayyubid mamluk troops recruiting only from their garrison towns (can't remember exactly where they were; I think egyptian mamluks were trained in court, not in garrison
towns such as Abbasid Mamluki). Local infantry gatherings do not have to be upgraded very far, as Egyptian locals have been forced to contend with several harvests a year and are reluctant to soldier. Sudanese mamluks usually filled the selfless role of infantry in their place, while Bedouins were sometimes walking archers. Well actually the main reason
for the number of Lords I have given each faction is the representation of Labour, of course, also being more realistic in terms of the number of Lords themselves, but above all represent the Workforce. Even that there are also troops of trees that balance it, as are the best units in fashion (even more knights of military orders). As for the troops, yes at the
moment is very simplistic, because I was looking for the right balance first, for example, in this new version I made military orders to the cavalry sergeants as they should have historically, only did it now though, because I felt safe in terms of the balance of the game, again here the number of Lords matters a lot. Mamluks at the moment are not factional
specific, they are simply called mamluks, but, of course, as soon as I start to expand the trees of the troops, everything can be counted. To clarify a little more about the number of lords I have chosen for each faction, for example, I don't want hospitallers and Templars to expand much because I want them to be more supportive factions for Jerusalem and
Antioch. Basically, I don't want military orders to feel like normal groups. Teutonic Knights is a different matter, each of them can role play with them as they want, you can, for example, limit it to 3 lords to comply with military orders in the game and the like. Ah, Gotcha. Will look more into that for you. Funny, I've never noticed a clock thing before, thanks for
correcting me on this. But should deserters be attacked by all factions? Just I'm not sure if yes, I can release the patch quickly. To clarify the deserters are not in are part of the outlaw faction. Duplicate thing I need more feedback on it, but are you sure it's new? Yes, in as many as I've never received two lord items as a reward for the same battle before, but I
now get them consistently (these 3 battles anyway have not been awarded since then). These criminals weren't deserters? I was going to look at them since I realized that no one was attacking them, just since I haven't played this game for a long time, or than necessary for modding, of course I wasn't sure if they were supposed to be attacked only by their
old faction or all factions. That's because I took off the default relationship flag from the factions and needed to establish a relationship myself, I just didn't have that for deserters because I wasn't sure how they should work. But then again, were they deserters? Was able to duplicate and they really deserters. Playing as a mercenary Ayyubid Sultanate and
deserters, definitely were from one of the Western factions (the company consisted of knights, armed pilgrims and crossbows). So sorry to use the term outlaw and causing confusion on the subject. Remembering the first attack in anticipation of the siege was the same troops. But should deserters be attacked by all factions? Just I'm not sure if yes, I can
release the patch quickly. To clarify the deserters are not in are part of the outlaw faction. I believe so, but even if you had to try to do it so the only faction of deserters were out they would still attack the player if all flags were installed in different ways too. I think it can be a mess to try to sort it out (but it can be fun for someone in this kind of thing to make it
work To confirm, it is actually deserters attacking in anticipation of the siege or in close proximity to the marshal without the support of my alleged comrades. Released patch that captures deserters who did not attack the faction. On the issue of the duplicate of remuneration, I was probably wrong. I created a crusader character and experienced the same
thing, two awards for one battle, this time a helmet and a horse, and in another battle I received only one award. Is it customized that if you do well enough, will you get extra rewards? It could also be bad to download or any number of other things if no one is able to duplicate. On the issue of the duplicate of remuneration, I was probably wrong. I created a
crusader character and experienced the same thing, two awards for one battle, this time a helmet and a horse, and in another battle I received only one award. Is it customized that if you do well enough, will you get extra rewards? It could also be bad to download or any number of other things if no one is able to duplicate. I think it's normal, I haven't changed
anything about it, I don't know why you think it's a problem lol and yes, I think it depends on how you perform, but then again I didn't touch this stuff. But are deserters being attacked now? I didn't check it out, but they should be attacked now with a patch. Yes, deserters are attacked and protected from as usual. Removed modifiers (lord, etc.) from all items or
than trading goods, it has nothing to do with the amount of loot, but because I don't want the player to get better items than those in the gaming world, and some things don't make sense as the items are better than knights surcoats and the like. I think it's normal, I haven't changed anything about it, I don't know why you think it's a problem lol Well in real life if
people give you everything it's usually because they want something from you, if they give you more, they tend to want more. I think I just allowed that thought process to flow into the ICB gameplay... So while the reward for performance in combat seemed good, getting two rewards for the same battle made me question the validity of the system...
metaphorically speaking, of course. Very interesting mod, well done! I haven't encountered huge mistakes either; There are some minor problems with the map in certain places (sometimes you end up entangled in impassable tile terrain that shouldn't be, at least visually) and confrere knights have a higher weapon prowess than actual upgraded knights. I
haven't noticed anything else at the moment. Keep up the great work! and making spears crush through was the best idea ever, now they are much more viable in an unmounted fight too seems normal to me, I haven't changed anything about it, I don't know why you think it's a problem lol Well in real life if people give you everything it's usually because they
want something from you, if they give you more, they tend to want more. I think I just allowed that thought process process More than the MBB gameplay ... So while the reward for performance in combat seemed good, getting two rewards for the same battle made me question the validity of the system... metaphorically speaking, of course. Well that will get
fixed in the next version anyway, since I deleted the modifers. Very interesting mod, well done! I haven't encountered huge mistakes either; There are some minor problems with the map in certain places (sometimes you end up entangled in impassable tile terrain that shouldn't be, at least visually) and confrere knights have a higher weapon prowess than
actual upgraded knights. I haven't noticed anything else at the moment. Keep up the great work! and making spears crush through was the best idea ever, now they are much more viable in unmounted combat too, higher weapons skill in 2 hours and polearms not 1-h can you confirm this? I have weapons defined for them in different ways, but it has to be
fixed now, just need confirmation of it. I need help with the team and warcries voices, I need especially French votes, although the German and Turkish voices would be good too, I already have Arabic, although more will be welcome too, but what I really need is the French vote. You can check out the crusader: The path to redemption is a thread for votes,
there's a bunch out there. Very interesting mod, well done! I haven't encountered huge mistakes either; There are some minor problems with the map in certain places (sometimes you end up entangled in impassable tile terrain that shouldn't be, at least visually) and confrere knights have a higher weapon prowess than actual upgraded knights. I haven't
noticed anything else at the moment. Keep up the great work! and making spears crush through was the best idea ever, now they are much more viable in unmounted combat too, higher weapons skill in 2 hours and polearms not 1-h can you confirm this? I have weapons defined for them in different ways, but it has to be fixed now, just need confirmation of
it. I confirm. In my game skills are the following Confrere: 155 135 145 Knight: 150 130 130 They are probably upside down ... :p Page 3 Very interesting mod, well done! I haven't encountered huge mistakes either; There are some minor problems with the map in certain places (sometimes you end up entangled in impassable tile terrain that shouldn't be, at
least visually) and confrere knights have a higher weapon prowess than actual upgraded knights. I haven't noticed anything else at the moment. Keep up the great work! and making spears crush through was the best idea ever, now they are much more viable in unmounted combat too the supreme weapon skill in and polearms not 1h can you confirm this? I
have weapons defined for them in different ways, but it has to be fixed now, just need confirmation of it. I confirm. In my game skills are the following Confrere: 155 135 145 Knight: 150 130 130 They are probably inverted ... :p yes well it is fixed for the next version, now now One will be much better but I'm really liking the mod so far, but the fights are a bit all
the place. Do you have any plans to make the fight si in formations just like 1257 AD does? I really love fashion so far, but fights a bit over and over again. Do you have any plans to make the fight si in formations just like 1257 AD does? Or can you check out the PBOD options and enable AI Formations because I default on it? You guys should always check
out fashion options in the first place for nothing before you start playing mod I believe it's the same as 1257 AD it's just default because it can be a bit of a buggy and not everyone is playing around with fashion options - I think I'll add this to the Tips in the next version. That's the thing, I checked fashion options before posting, but the fights still play the way
they do in vanilla for some reason. That's literally the only reason I've posted. I assumed that you were using a different kind of AI formation that was in 1257. Ok I started a new game and the formations are working now. I don't know why they didn't work the first time. Ok I started a new game and the formations are working now. I don't know why they didn't
work the first time. Glad they are working now XD do not know why it will not work before. The new version (v0.6) is released: many new elements, settings and fixes, voiceovers in battles (testing function and incomplete), new satellites, new battlefields, battle flags and more. I am looking to use CWE flags, I prefer to give these kind of helmets only Seljuks so
that they look different than Ayyubids. This was the case in the time of the Fatimids. But in Saladin's time, these helmets were equally popular in Egypt, the Levant, Persia and even up to northern India! Here's the cavalryman from the Delhi Sultanate... They are depicted in manuscripts, coins, frescoes and military manuals of the time. Some of these designs
are like a mighfar helmet with fixed neck protection, where around then to Seljuqs while sharbush hats and helmets with attached neck protection became popular throughout the Middle East until the 14th century. Here are examples of Saladin's life... If it was a mod in the 100-year war - the only difference between english, French, Burgundy and German
factions... Will heraldry and language while armor is usually similar in the region. You have to use all CWE stuff. Stunning textures and patterns that they made and you have to take a profit from them. I don't have the right city names... I have Paris, Jelkala, etc... will more factions be added in the future? will more factions be added in the future? I don't know
the next version will just be replacing everything I can use from CWE, I'll also add crusader voices. I'll also be looking at replacing some vanilla stuff I've missed so far, like tournament weapons and civilian clothing. Good luck with fashion, I've been looking forward to CWE for years. Sad that he's dead, but I'm glad you're making good use of their OSP. I'll
keep an eye on this fashion. Progress looks great already. Very epic mod! I love playing it. The new version of v0.7 is released - a massive graphic replacement with the CWE team great work, as well as a lot of fixes and settings. Page 4 Dang it, not even found time to try v0.6. I'm joking, of course. With the speed and quality of your updates you really
impress me sir. I look forward to seeing him. Holy... I just made my character at 0.6 and 0.7 already out. Released patch that fixes the missing Trypille Banner mesh, just copy/paste item_kinds1.txt in this folder Sands of Faith v0.7 folder and replace. No need to start a new game just to replace and continue your game This mod is awesome. This is even
better because of the asset from CWE. That's a good job. This mod is great! But its lagging a bit even on the native size of the battle and I don't know why, all the other mods are working fine. Anyway, can you make more promotions when you play as a knight? Or something to make the game as a freelancer better? I love playing like that, I don't have to give
about morale, food and fees for my troops. And Muslims are too OP IMO, they have so much cavalry! how about incorporating bishops into the castles that you can ask for blessings and offer donations, I remember the CWE team had models and costumes for them including The Templars, Teutonic and Hospital bishops. Great mod. Noticed in a couple of
tournies, (since the update) that from time to time I see someone without a gun. They use bare fists (possible mistake or oops?) This mod is great! But its lagging a bit even on the native size of the battle and I don't know why, all the other mods are working fine. Anyway, can you make more promotions when you play as a knight? Or something to make the
game as a freelancer better? I love playing like that, I don't have to give about morale, food and fees for my troops. And Muslims are too OP IMO, they have so much cavalry! Well, the lag is because of the textures. The stocks you get are dealing with tree troops. The Cavalry has only 2 rank asms. I don't really believe the horse archers cavalry, I give them so
much kinda to imitate their tactics at the time. how about incorporating bishops into the castles that you can ask for blessings and offer donations, I remember the CWE team had models and costumes for them including The Templars, Teutonic and Hospital bishops. I could do it later, but at the moment the priority is the scene. Great mod. Noticed in a couple
of tournies, (since the update) that from time to time I see someone without a gun. they use bare fists (possible bug or oops?) Actually I thought what would happen before and that has now been fixed hmm Are you sure you are playing on the new version? The latest version. setting the fashion, do not overwork (removed saves, etc.). When I see it again will
make a note where . I didn't see unarmed people in the last tournament. Maybe specific to certain places? Don't let it go. Forum rank fool I. Has 2777 hours in WB , Via couple. At least we know what to expect to get in the next version! Let it be (very) soon! Is there a CW:A scene in this version? No, since the CWE team has only released the scene recently. I
think I'll wait for that version then. I admit I really really want to see CW: Assets in action. I don't know if it's an error or if I should simply download the .7 version again, but the textures of the map icons don't seem to be supported for the warband running on directX 7. I've already tested it in directX 9 and it worked just fine, but then my PC doesn't cost very
well that graphic configuration. Fantastic mod! Try getting a baby board at BTW. Also, why can't we choose to play as a gentleman in the Ayubid Sultanate? Fantastic mod! Try getting a baby board at BTW. Also, why can't we choose to play as a gentleman in the Ayubid Sultanate? Because the script just gets bugged with them for some mysterious reason. I

don't know if it's an error or if I should simply download the .7 version again, but the textures of the map icons don't seem to be supported for the warband running on directX 7. I've already tested it in directX 9 and it worked just fine, but then my PC doesn't cost very well that graphic configuration. The new version does not work properly in directx7 no.
Version 0.6, although should work perfectly. So, I've played this mod (V1.07 version) and I still love it. You've done a lot of things right... except for the guns. Onions are called bows, swords are called swords e.t.c. There are no variations of weapons, which is very sad. I was hoping for some real medieval weapon like flamberg or clay. Guns suck mostly, but
the rest of the fashion is decent. Page 5 There really hasn't been much change in high medieval European weapons. Claymores and Flambers will not be invented for centuries after the mod is installed. There really hasn't been much change in high medieval European weapons. Claymores and Flambers will not be invented for centuries after the mod is
installed. The weapon certainly had more than just a sword and a bow. Where's the Sabres? The Scititars? 2H swords? A simple update adding more weapons would be great. With one hand, straight swords, spears, bows and crossbows were the universal weapons of the Middle East and Europe in 1185. Curved swords were rare, two-handed swords did
not exist. There may have been a mace or two, but by and large the variety of weapons was incredibly thin during that period. Still one of my favorite settngs though. With one hand, straight swords, spears, bows and crossbows were the universal weapons of the Middle East and Europe in 1185. Curved swords were rare, two-handed swords did not exist.
There may have been a mace or two, but by and large a variety of weapons incredibly thin in this period. Still one of my favorite settngs though. What about the 2H swords used by the Templars? They didn't use swords that big until No one did. They didn't use swords that big until about 1300. No one did. Well, I've been looking for him all morning, and I think
I know what swords you're talking about. You're talking about clay swords and other massive 2H swords. Swords in this fashion are simply called sword, but after searching it, I found that many knights would have swords tailored to their specific needs (Heigh, weight e.t.c). Now, I'm not saying the feature should be implemented in a mod where you design
your own sword, and where there is more than just a sword. The Templars of 1185 did not use a specific weapon to which no one else had access. Almost every knight or heavy cavalryman, Frank or Ayyubid, had a spear, a sword and a shield. Two-handed swords cannot be effectively used with shields, meaning that the user must have enough armor that
he does not need one. The armor did not become that advanced until the mid-1300s, where pikes and halberds and other shield weapons come into play. In the context of the game, two-handed weapons won't be that useful either because of the same reasons that exist in real life - too many arrows to fly, too many copies (more reach than a 2h sword), too
many situations that require infantry to hold a position against a constant enemy fire arrow. The Crusaders did so much, to the point that their main defeats were caused by a tear from their shields that could remain stationary for days. The Templars of 1185 did not use a specific weapon to which no one else had access. Almost every knight or heavy
cavalryman, Frank or Ayyubid, had a spear, a sword and a shield. Two-handed swords cannot be effectively used with shields, meaning that the user must have enough armor that he does not need one. The armor did not become that advanced until the mid-1300s, where pikes and halberds and other shield weapons come into play. In the context of the
game, two-handed weapons won't be that useful either because of the same reasons that exist in real life - too many arrows to fly, too many copies (more reach than a 2h sword), too many situations that require infantry to hold a position against a constant enemy fire arrow. The Crusaders did so much, to the point that their main defeats were caused by a
tear from their shields that could remain stationary for days. That's why I said add a weapon 1 - 2 handed use.... You know... A weapon that can be wielded with a shield and used with two hands without a shield. If the sword can be used with two hands, it is a two-handed sword. Classifications like the bastard sword and hand-and-half sword are modern and
essentially made up, and refer to sword fighting techniques from the 1400s. Even so, you wouldn't get swords for perhaps 60 cm in during the 1180s, since they were sidearms for armies that were almost entirely composed of and spear-carriers, with a few archers legs and horse-drawn archers. If the sword can be used with two hands, it is a two-handed
sword. Classifications like the bastard sword and hand-and-half sword are modern and essentially made up, and refer to sword fighting techniques from the 1400s. Even so, you wouldn't get swords over perhaps 60 cm in length during the 1180s, since they were sidearms for armies that were almost entirely composed of lancers and spearmen, with a few
archers legs and horse archers. What about Balian's sword in the Kingdom of Heaven? I know it's fiction, but I'm sure these swords existed. I understand that some of the swords used at the time were long enough to be used with two hands, but they preferred to use them with a shield because arrows and crossbows were still a serious threat at that moment.
What about Balian's sword in the Kingdom of Heaven? I know it's fiction, but I'm sure these swords existed. The Kingdom of Heaven is a worthy film, but it's mostly fiction. Balinese Ibelin was a completely different character in real life - almost the only thing they kept is his name. I understand that some of the swords used at the time were long enough to be
used with two hands, but they preferred to use them with a shield because arrows and crossbows were still a serious threat at that moment. The handles of such swords were not long enough to be used in two hands. For example, this sword is quite typical for an era: but it is strictly one hand. I doubt you can even put another finger on the handle. What
about Balian's sword in the Kingdom of Heaven? I know it's fiction, but I'm sure these swords existed. The Kingdom of Heaven is a worthy film, but it's mostly fiction. Balinese Ibelin was a completely different character in real life - almost the only thing they kept is his name. Don't worry, I'm not ignorant enough to say the Kingdom of Heaven is a pure fact. I
know that's not true. I was souley questioning the weapon used. It's strangely relevant, and I just remembered it from another thread. 251061.0.html That's where I got the idea of two handed swords. It's strangely relevant, and I just remembered it from another thread. 251061.0.html That's where I got the idea of two handed swords. It was very relevant! .
What makes me laugh however, is that despite the words of a respected researcher and H.E.M.A expert like Mike loads... There are still Google jockies and revamp nerds who feel they know better. I've said this more than once in the Moddb thread: I'll give bastard_sword the flag in the next version more swords in fashion so they can be used with 1-hour or
2-h... I just need to look at animation first, so I don't have it already, it just gets boring to answer the same things over and over again... A what names I have to give names like Anduril or something swords -'- ' I've said it more than once in Moddb Moddb I'll give you bastard_sword in the next version to make more swords in vogue so they can be used with 1
hour or 2 hours... I just need to look at animation first, so I don't have it already, it just gets boring to answer the same things over and over again... As for names I have to give names like Anduril or something swords -'-' I'm sure you can come up with something a little more creative than a sword. You've done a fantastic job with the rest of the fashion, so it
shouldn't be too much of a challenge. Thanks for the response as well. I've said this more than once in the Moddb thread: I'll give bastard_sword the flag in the next version more swords in fashion so they can be used with 1-hour or 2-h... I just need to look at animation first, so I don't have it already, it just gets boring to answer the same things over and over
again... As for names I have to give names like Anduril or something swords -'- 'That's the social part of mod-making, unfortunately. Look at Docm30 (L'Aigle manufacturer). I think he should answer the same questions over and over again absolutely every day. For example: When will you add Spain or the Ottoman Empire?, When will the new patch come?
Why are there no wars? ... It's annoying, I know. And I can feel your pain. Perhaps I could suggest you make a magazine development on moddb that you could link to other people every time they ask you a question regarding your fashion. This will save you some time and your nerves! I've said this more than once in the Moddb thread: I'll give
bastard_sword the flag in the next version more swords in fashion so they can be used with 1-hour or 2-h... I just need to look at animation first, so I don't have it already, it just gets boring to answer the same things over and over again... As for names I have to give names like Anduril or something swords -'-' I'm sure you can come up with something a little
more creative than a sword. You've done a fantastic job with the rest of the fashion, so it shouldn't be too much of a challenge. Thanks for the response as well. I'm not really familiar with it, but Oakeshott has tools that you could call swords off. I heard from Skallagrim videos that sometimes they used to capture pommel so they could use it with two hands.
Can't source it though, since I don't remember the title of the video. Page 6 I heard from Skallagrim videos that sometimes they used to capture pommel so they could use it with two hands. Can't source it though, since I don't remember the title of the video. The video of the bastard sword all mentioned this as I remember the bastard sword he has, the grip is
not long enough to be used as a proper longsword and so he squeezes his pommel. Can you make it so that in the future, two Muslim states are in the world? Having them fight each other makes it too easy for Christian states. Can you make it so that in the future, two states are in the world? Have their fight fight others make it too easy for Christian states.
That's just at the beginning of the game Muslims will counterattack, that's what showed the long reviews. The reason is that the Ayyubids and Seljuks each have as many lords as Jerusalem and Antioch together, the loss of land will just make them start reorganizing together and then go on a counter-attack campaign all together, you will see the Crusaders
have the initial advantage of being all together. If I destroy them, they destroy the Crusaders from the beginning, that's what happened in the first version. Do math Muslims have 40 lords together and 2 leaders. The Crusaders have 26 lords together and four leaders. It's really a big difference in the strength of man and the size of armies. Can you make it so
that in the future, two Muslim states are in the world? Having them fight each other makes it too easy for Christian states. That's just at the beginning of the game Muslims will counterattack, that's what showed the long reviews. The reason is that the Ayyubids and Seljuks each have as many lords as Jerusalem and Antioch together, the loss of land will just
make them start reorganizing together and then go on a counter-attack campaign all together, you will see the Crusaders have the initial advantage of being all together. If I destroy them, they destroy the Crusaders from the beginning, that's what happened in the first version. Do math Muslims have 40 lords together and 2 leaders. The Crusaders have 26
lords together and four leaders. It's really a big difference in the strength of man and the size of armies. I think I'm going to recruit in Jerusalem now. I've just been recruiting in Muslim armies to try to weaken Christians. But if what you're saying is true, then I'd better go back to the Christians and start killing Muslims. Also, knight the highest you can go to the
army? Can I progress further than a knight? I have been a Knights Templar in the Templars for some time now. I want to know if I can rank further, otherwise I would rather leave the army if I can't. Can I progress further than a knight? I have been a Knights Templar in the Templars for some time now. I want to know if I can rank further, otherwise I would
rather leave the army if I can't. I think the only way to get further than a knight is to meet a grandmaster and offer your sword in vassalag (aka become a lord). This is something I usually end up doing at some point! xD Can I progress further than a knight? I have been a Knights Templar in the Templars for some time now. I want to know if I can rank further,
otherwise I would rather leave the army if I can't. Above the Knights Templar only the master and grandmaster, just offer vassalage, and you will become a master if accepted. If you have a 10 relationship with your lord when leaving as a knight you will All the equipment. For the next version though I'll make armor available from the Templar store, but in this
version it's actually the only way to have Templar armor without desert. Can I progress further than a knight? I have Knight the Templars in the Templars for some time now. I want to know if I can rank further, otherwise I would rather leave the army if I can't. Above the Knights Templar only the master and grandmaster, just offer vassalage, and you will
become a master if accepted. If you have a 10 relationship with your lord when leaving as a knight you will keep all the equipment. For the next version though I'll make armor available from the Templar store, but in this version it's actually the only way to have Templar armor without desert. Thanks for the response, I'll do it. Im the last 100 days now. When
do Muslims attack them? A good screenshot;3 also what is the importance of honor? What modifiers does it give? And what is the importance of Honor? What modifiers does it give? This should at least have the effect of starting to perceive you by other lords if the code has not changed from native. And what is the importance of Honor? What modifiers does
it give? This should at least have the effect of starting to perceive you by other lords if the code has not changed from native. It's basically this, it's the same as the native hasn't changed it. This mod is so great, I've been waiting for a good fashion crusade thank you so much man you are a man for me is not a major mistake because I know there are a lot of
asset holder places, in the actual mod I have over 700 days and it is so cool. I hope you don't have a bug blocker on the asset scene because I know the CWE team had very cool scenes like Krak and Jerusalem etc. . I just have a question @thewanderingknight know if cwe released some script like reinforcement or multiple ladder system (I hope so this
feature was pretty cool)? as it is: and this: thanks for the response time. The only fashion that rivals this in terms of crusades is Anno Domini - 1257. Deus Vult was pretty awful and I think it's one of the best. - I did some gameplay and downloaded it. I hope people see it and download this mod. The new version v0.8 - general replacements, including sounds,
particle system, animation, skyboxes, terrain boundaries, battlefields, bases, map icons and terrain, items, general textures. Combatcris for the Crusaders and the voices on the teams. A few tree tweaks of the troops. General fixes and settings. - I did some gameplay and downloaded it. I hope people see it and download this mod. Very nice but the update is
out and looks a lot better! If you want to make a trailer, using the new version to put on Moddb will be a great Page 7 Great Mod. It's good that you took CWTE stuff so the effort didn't go in vain. I was waiting for that to get released for years (mostly because the assets looked awesome.) Judging by the plans for the next release, this will savegame savegame
I think the savegame update scene is compatible or maybe I thought wrong. The new version v0.8 - general replacements, including sounds, particle system, animation, skyboxes, terrain boundaries, battlefields, bases, map icons and terrain, items, general textures. Combatcris for the Crusaders and the voices on the teams. A few tree tweaks of the troops.
General fixes and settings. Awesome! Thanks man! Amazing, great job. I've been on stage if you need help, but I'm new to it Amazing, great work. I studied on stage if you need help, but I'm new to it, which would be great to actually great mod. It's good that you took CWTE stuff so the effort didn't go in vain. I've been waiting for that mod to get released for
years (mostly because the assets looked awesome.) Judging by the plans for the next release, will this savegame be compatible? I think the savegame update scene is compatible or maybe I thought wrong. My new versions are never savegame compatible because I always update a lot of things, and the next version certainly won't just be a scene, but it will
take some time anyway. Hey there, I really love what you've done so far with this mod! This is by far the best fashion crusader in my opinion. I'm looking forward to seeing what you're going to come up with the following version! - I did some gameplay and downloaded it. I hope people see it and download this mod. Very nice but the update is out and looks a
lot better! If you want to make a trailer using the new version to put on Moddb it would be great good. I didn't know the update was out but I'm downloading and will do some recording with it. Really the best mod I've ever played. Version 8.0 is simple. Is there a system of rumors, as in the Pendor Prophecy? Headen Treasures Cards and such? Some kind of
backstory behind all this fighting? Can you have a decent start as a trader rather than a fighter? - Admiring the scenery and visiting villages and cities. I'll always go back to Pendor because of these things. I start as a trader, talking to the tavern NPCs about possible rumors, trading some goods, walking around the city or village... Can't wait to play this! All my
1257 saves have huge bugs now VKR for some reason. Can you still choose to start as a named lord? This is a huge omission from many other mods... I took the time to play this mod this afternoon and I have to say that I like what I see so far. Amazing work, itinerant night. Is there a system of rumors, as in the Pendor Prophecy? Headen Treasures Cards
and such? Some kind of backstory behind all this fighting? Can you have a decent start as a trader rather than a fighter? - Admiring landscapes and visiting villages and I'll always go back to Pendor because of these things. I start as a trader, talking to the tavern NPCs about possible rumors, trading some goods, walking around the city or village... No, not
that I know. No. It is historically 4 years before 3rd Crusade. The retention of the Crusaders on the Holy Lands has weakened considerably, and the Ayoubid and Rum sultanates see an opportunity to reclaim the Holy Lands. Pretty much what happened historically. It's pretty hard as city traders don't seem to have much money (500 gold at best), mercenaries
are very expensive, you can't recruit from villages unless you swear allegiance to the faction and at the moment, you can just as easily make money quickly by killing bandits and selling off their horses and armor (Horses sell for 100 gold with 0 trading skills). Can't wait to play this! All my 1257 saves have huge bugs now VKR for some reason. Can you still
choose to start as a named lord? This is a huge omission from many other mods... Of course, this is one of the main features of this fashion. Is there a system of rumors, as in the Pendor Prophecy? Headen Treasures Cards and such? Some kind of backstory behind all this fighting? Can you have a decent start as a trader rather than a fighter? - Admiring
the scenery and visiting villages and cities. I'll always go back to Pendor because of these things. I start as a trader, talking to the tavern NPCs about possible rumors, trading some goods, walking around the city or village... There is not this system that is, tons of random events with consequences like in Brytenwalda. Most events have a choice for a player
who improves the role play. For example, religious events can change your relationship with factions depending on your choice between other things like honor, money, items, troops, etc. Although in regards to tades mod, as many functions such as trade books, maritime trade, etc. backstory is of course historical as it was said. Wait if what you mean by
rumors asks them if they've heard of any rumors than yes lol. That it has no hidden treasures, but either than I think it has it all, if I understood your question correctly ^^ Maud made to be challenging when starting as an adventurer, since you can also start as a faction leader or gentleman. Check out the new version, added your voices to the commands and
gangster ^^ brilliant is it possible to choose between Arabic or French voices? will other languages be added? I don't know if it's an error or if I should simply download the .7 version again, but the textures of the map icons don't seem to be supported for the warband running on directX 7. I've already tested it in directX 9 and it worked just fine, but then my PC
doesn't cost very well that graphic configuration. The new version does not work properly in directx7 no. Version 0.6, although should work perfectly. Did anyone know if the .8 version works with map icons and directX 7 textures? Are you looking to add a fraction of specific locks? Look around the krak de chevaliers, and it's a standard (albeit large) castle.
yes, I just got hit because of a time mistake. Don't think this mod was that resource-intensive already. It only happened once you're away in my first 400 man battle for this mod. I will. if it happens again, when the troop numbers are again high. On a side note, why is it so hard to find a two-handed sword outside tournaments? Or is it just my failure? Page 8
Does anyone know whether it is possible to add features from VC, such as active naval combat, and change ship models? If so, consider doing so do you plan to put Byzantium on the next version? Check out the new version, added your voices to the commands and gangster ^^ brilliant is it possible to choose between Arabic or French voices? will other
languages be added? By default French, you can change to Arabic (by means of votes), as stated in the description. It's easy to add any language to orders, it's just file replacement. What does it take for someone to do ^^ you're looking to add a fraction of specific locks? Look around the krak de chevaliers, and it's a standard (albeit large) castle. I'm looking
to use things from CWE for scenes, I believe they have this castle. yes, I just got hit because of a time error. Don't think this mod was that resource-intensive already. It only happened once you're away in my first 400 man battle for this mod. I'll see if it happens again when the troop numbers are high again. On a side note, why is it so hard to find a twohanded sword outside tournaments? Or is it just my failure? There are no 2-hour swords in vogue outside of tournaments. Do you plan to put Byzantium on the next version? I don't plan to add any new fractions for the next version. it would be great to add a voice choice during the creation of the character, (French crusader, Arab Saracen, silent warrior ...
Etc.) 1860s Old America mod for Mount and Blade did something similar there aren't any 2-hour swords in vogue outside of tournaments. Well, it's a bummer. Does this mean that I spent my points on knowledge of weapons on a two-handed? There are no 2-hour swords in vogue outside of tournaments. Well, it's a bummer. Does this mean that I spent my
points on knowledge of weapons on a two-handed? Well, I think so... I was going to look at giving the bastard a sword flag with some swords, but needed to check the animation first, eventually having no time for it, had time to release the new version. Well, no harm. My 1H skill ended up being pretty high because I used that when looking for two hand guns.
In this fashion there is no simple two-legged weapon? Well, no harm. My 1H skill ended up being pretty high because I used that when looking for two hand guns. In this fashion there is no simple two-legged weapon? 2-h weapons were rare in the first 2 Crusades, and I also need 2 hours of downtime for pike animation, which kinda screws 2-hour sword
animations and stuff, but bastard sword use 1-hour idling animation I believe. The thing is that I remember testing it at some point and there was something I didn't like. Which cities are on the wish list? Which cities are on the list I'm looking into putting together scenes that need to be more or less completed (if any lol). From what I know for cities it's only and
Damascus, maybe Acre and Jaffa are not sure. Locks I believe it is Krak de Chevalier and Kerak and a few others. Some villages also I think. There are all the necessary code in place, brfs and textures I find just fixing some things. But I don't know if he needs ai mesh and stuff for siege. Also, my old computer can't handle well big scenes, so that's a problem
for me. I guess Acre's almost done, isn't it? (In CWE I mean). Released patch to improve the effects of lightning. Just copy/paste scene_props.txt in this Folder Sands of Faith v0.8 folder and replace. Released patch with fixes and improvements: copy/paste all txt files into the main Sands of Faith v0.8 folder and dds files in Textures folders, be replaced at
request. You need to start a new game. The added ability to start as Ayyubid Lord, Templars and hospitallers is now all lords available, improved lightning, replaced and removed from the merchant almost all the last details of vanilla. The training grounds have been removed. Added a few menu things I forgot to replace. A few fixes and tweaks. Edit: Reboot
patch because I forgot sco files for the lock I changed. Hello, thanks for the new patch to keep the job done. Sound a little weird in v0.8 compared to 0.7, but its still normal I just have a question @thewanderingknight you know if cwe released a script like reinforcement or a few ladder system? (I hope so this feature was pretty cool). as it is: and this: thanks for
the response time. (copy the pasta issue because you missed it I think ^^) Hello, thanks for the new patch to keep a great job. Sound a little weird in v0.8 compared to 0.7, but its still normal I just have a question @thewanderingknight you know if cwe released a script like reinforcement or a few ladder system? (I hope so this feature was pretty cool). as it is:
and this: thanks for the response time. (copy the pasta issue because you missed it I think ^^) Sounds CWE sounds, but it seems some prefer the sounds that I used before, so for the next version, I'll add old sounds as optional (I'll probably release an extended v0.8 to v0.9 with all the CWE stuff needed to make scenes for fashion so that anyone can help me
with the scenes, since my computer just can't handle epic scenes, even testing random battles with flora and other pain in my 6 years old computer lol). The problem with their scripts is that almost everything requires WSE, and I don't want to make mod WSE addicted. As for the sounds I find it funny everyone seemed to want CWE sounds, and now say that
the old ones were better -- anyway another thing with CWE stuff their shaders, the shaders I use for evocative animations are much better than their shaders. But many of their belongings required their shaders, and Mark7 said their need to be cleaned because there are a lot of test things in them and can be unstable. But all flora stuff, for example, use their
shaders, I can change the shaders it uses, but the pain go through everything and choose the appropriate shaders to replace and like I said that my computer have trouble handling the flora, so testing the pain for me. Hello, Thanks for the answer, well, to be honnest for sound I think he can wait to do what you think is best for your fashion I mean giving extra
sound is always great because it's a plus and everyone can choose, but yes its pain in to make a pool of who like this sound, and who like others, etc. that (I don't know what it was CWE sound though). A critical part of the asset scene you really need a scener (modder) to help you with this or just a powerful computer? For WSE I don't know much about what
its something like a scenario extender I think? will a few ladder system will work without WSE (some of their stuff in the video is just as impressive as I've never seen this in any fashion, which was a really immersive siege for me with ram etc ^^). And for shaders (same issue as the asset scene) if it just requires a powerfull computer I can help you. Anyway I
hope that some modder will help you continue this mod by far is the most closed mod for CWE and its already pretty. good luck with the ammagore of work. Page 9 I have an idea for voice commands, how about if they only work after selecting lords and kings, for example... Arabic for Ayyubids French for Crusaders, if you start as an adventurer, you do not
hear voices, giving commands Hello, Thanks for the answer, Well, to be honnest for sound I think it can wait to do what you think is best for your fashion I mean giving extra sound is always great because it's a plus and everyone can choose, but yes its pain in to make a pool about who loves this sound and who loves this sound is different etc I can
understand that (I didn't know it was the sound of CWE though). A critical part of the asset scene you really need a scener (modder) to help you with this or just a powerful computer? For WSE I don't know much about what its something like a scenario extender I think? will a few ladder system will work without WSE (some of their stuff in the video is just as
impressive as I've never seen this in any fashion, which was a really immersive siege for me with ram etc ^^). And for shaders (same issue as the asset scene) if it just requires a powerfull computer I can help you. Anyway I hope that some modder will help you continue this mod by far is the most closed mod for CWE and its already pretty. good luck with the
ammagore of work. This mod already has several stairs under siege, not sure what the difference is. I need it. Not only because of my computer, but also because I have no experience creating scenes, I know how to make scenes, I just have no experience and keep up with the fashion standards it needs in experienced scenes. The thing is, I can't even
check already. and functional scenes from behind my computer. I have no problem running mods with CWE shaders just changing on them a big lower flag animation and like saying they need a clean, which in its current state can leave instability (or so I think). Mark7 said he doesn't know if he'll ever do it, that it depends on his free time. I have an idea for
voice commands, how about if they only work after selecting lords and kings, for example ... Arabic for Ayyubids French for Crusaders, if you start as an adventurer, you don't hear voices giving commands Although it's possible it takes time and effort to script it and isn't sure if it's worth it. Are you looking to add a fraction of specific locks? Look around the
krak de chevaliers, and it's a standard (albeit large) castle. I'm looking to use things from CWE for scenes, I believe they have this castle. Awesome. I wish I knew how to help! Glad to play a test anything though. I also though that perhaps you could add some Frankish or Byzantine mercenaries to spice things up. Being a faction would be cool, but the
sultanate and the Turks are already hard enough to maintain their territory, which I found, without another faction hunting them from the north. The manor system pulled out of 1257? If so, can you build a castle on the site of the estate? This mod already has several stairs under siege, not sure what the difference is. I need scenery not only because of my
computer, but also because I have no experience creating scenes, I know how to make scenes, I just don't have the experience and keep up with the fashion standards it needs in experienced scenes. The fact is that I can't even check the already finished and functional scenes from behind my computer. I have no problem running mods with CWE shaders
just changing on them a big lower flag animation and like saying they need a clean, which in its current state can leave instability (or so I think). Mark7 said he doesn't know if he'll ever do it, that it depends on his free time. This video is not about the number of stairs, but about the fact that bots attack everything at the same time, but in a variety of ways.
Amazing mod! I'm a fan! Really happy for this fashion crusade, just a good fashion crusade I've played ! Maybe it could have just more variety in stuff but only option 0.8! Thank you very much and sorry for my poor English New version v0.8 Advanced - Fixed all the problems in v0.8, many other fixes, settings, replacements, improvements and some new
features. (only on Moddb yet, since there seems to be some problems with the nexus at the moment can not download) Amazing mod ! I'm a fan! Really happy for this fashion crusade, just a good fashion crusade I've played ! Maybe it could have just more variety in stuff but only option 0.8! Great and sorry for my bad English Check the new version yes, it's
great, but I think more variety in the feature. For example, all swords are swords same damage, etc... can be adding a kind of sword (use, hardened, ...) with more or less damage. I'm not saying it's not good, and I don't know if what I'm saying is possible, but if it's not too complicated, I think the mod will be more recreationally removed marriages and the
Lords aren't going to sides of the list of bugs in the latest versions, since I got confirmation it really works if you play like the Templars or Hospitaller it's not because they are. Added this information to the tips, so you guys stop reporting it. Released patch that fixes Muslim noble women's hats. The black face covering is actually too modern, it would be better
to keep the face uncovered and give the headgear different color variations, and I like how the archbishops are included now you can also rename the Mufti as the Imam and grand mufti Kadi (judge) The rank of judge was the highest rank for theologian, and was equivalent to the later name of the Mufti Black Face covering is actually too modern It would be
better to keep the face uncovered and give the headgear different color variations, and I like how the archbishops are included now you can also rename the Mufti as the Imam and Grand Mufti Kadi (judge) The rank of judge was the highest rank for theologian , and was equivalent to the later name of the Mufti Actually at first I was going to call them imam,
but reading the information I thought that it's too much of an important title (for example, actually being a faction of leaders), so I thought the Mufti was more adequate. So I replaced the castles, starting with the crusader castles. All the castles are from Hispania 1200, so they require a lot of adjustments to the terrain and flora. It's also a common texture from
CWE that make them look a little different and fit better in the region. All the scripts are made and all the necessary props, brfs and textures are in place, I'm just making the necessary changes in the scenes and choosing the right locks to replace so it may take some time. Sieges will have a collapsing door system too. The castles are ready for use: Krak des
Chevaliers, Kerak and Ibelin. So I replaced the castles, starting with the crusader castles. All the castles are from Hispania 1200, so they require a lot of adjustments to the terrain and flora. It's also a common texture from CWE that make them look a little different and fit better in the region. All the scripts are made and all the necessary props, brfs and
textures are in place, I'm just making the necessary changes in the scenes and choosing the right locks to replace so it may take some time. Sieges will have a collapsing door system too. The castles are ready for use: Krak des Chevaliers, Kerak and Ibelin. Do you really work alone? You work so fast and the product was so good, everyone says its good, I'll
try it out. All locks using European models On the spot. I actually replace Krak de Chevalier with the best, it still doesn't look exactly the same as the real one, of course, but it's actually huge, it's this The largest of all crusader castles (which, by the way, are all unique, without repeated locks) with 3 large floors and some resemblance to the real one. I actually
had a lot of trouble to manage to get into it in my fashion and finish editing, because although scenes from Hispania 1200 in my fashion they have CWE textures that are much more demanding even without all that flora from Hispania 1200. Anyway it's ready for some epic battles I think not to release a test patch and go straight to v0.9 because although I
can't check the siege I'm sure they will work as they should. Cities will be a little more problematic to replace, although with the appropriate models, especially Jerusalem, I'll see what I can do. I will also replace the Anatolian villages. The suggestion, just use CWE animation shaders, remove Hispania 1200 in the shadow of the file. CWE is better. The
suggestion, just use CWE animation shaders, remove Hispania 1200 in the shadow of the file. CWE is better. If you're talking about flag animation, the Hispania 1200 shader is a lot better, at least in my opinion. Page 10 didn't talk about flags, it talked about water, main menu animation and grass. Also, if you add some historical events like the M2TW, at least
people may feel that something is going on while playing, in this situation, you know the sandbox is boring after the point. SoF v0.8 Improved Test Patch - Replaces all castles, towns and anatolian villages. Back up everything will be replaced, delete the SceneObj folder in the Sands of Faith folder, and then copy/paste everything in this Sands of Faith folder
and replace when asked. This patch should be savegame compatible, but for TESTING to start a new game to be sure in case something strange happens not because of it. It has also increased the number of city/village walkers and changed scenes while talking to religious leaders from the city/village menu. Activated some animations in module.ini I forgot,
added some new textures and fixed Muslim ladies hats. All the credits for all the new scenes go to el xabeo de la Cova and its mod Hispania 1200, I only made the necessary changes so that the scenes can fit in this fashion, most textures CWE. (only in Moddb) Hi guys! Started playing this amazing mod like 2 weeks ago. I went to Emir Rasir Ayyuba (or
smth like this) and wanted to make an archer, so I went with an Arabic sword, a bow and two quivers. Very glad I chose this now because it's just super comfortable under siege. Either way, Ayyoubs got a pretty tough beating in the first half of the game. I myself could not do so much, but was content, running over villages and killing bandits to accumulate
fortune on land and manufacturing plants in Egypt. Since a coordinated attack with a kingdom that is divided into two was very difficult, we lost the northern regions Consistently. After I finally formed a high-level army and got married, I captured some of the Jerusalem lords and advanced to the holy land. Turks (forgotten their name) get get back the combined
forces of the other three factions of the Crusaders my incompetent state is not fighting against and is slowly decreasing. I luckily got to capture King Baldwin and like the 4 other Lords of Jerusalem after some really grinding sieges, and I lose all my honor to keep them in their dungeons. After we captured Jerusalem, I got it and moved there with my family. For
a moment I have more than enough money, but no way to really spend them: My army thanks to two castles at 220, but most other Crusader Lords have an army of 350, something that even Saladin can field for a moment because it doesn't have many feuds as it has to compensate other lords for their loss in the North. Now I grab my locks in an extended
fashion like 5 locks at a time. Since I can't keep troops there they get captured very quickly, but sometimes my kingdom's army catches the attackers, otherwise I'll just bring them back afterwards. Now we have lost all our feuds in the north, but have managed to take everything to Tyre, except Akko and Adratum, because they are cities and I can not take
them with 220 men. My marshal rather takes the city and the castles into a stupid position and then loses them most of the time. In any case, the mistakes I have experienced so far, and suggestions on my part: - There is no mountain passage between Beirut and Gibelet, is it on purpose? Thus, Tripoli seems super far away for the Kingdom of Jerusalem at
the beginning of the game. - As mentioned, I can not give troops in the castles I captured, regardless of whether wether I want them for myself or not. - Horse archers are too expensive: They are only in the range of units for Arbabs, that is, when you want a garrison range you have to keep them. Also, their use in combat is at best mediocre. If I babysit them
and run with them they are unlikely to shoot, otherwise they just charge with their heads in knights and infantry. I know it's Warband AI, not your fault, and I also agree that they just have to be in this fashion, but because of the reasons mentioned above, I would really like them to have a lower cost content. - Speaking of the cost of content: Since missile
forces need a lot of arrows and bolts, their content should be higher than conventional troops (talking about crossbows here). Compared to them, the infantry really don't need much other than food. - I have never seen my daughter, although she has apparently been in my castle all this time. Is there anything planned to do with her, like marrying her and
bringing her to the holiday, etc.? - When you start as Baron Raymond de Tripoli you only have this one city while all the other lords also have appropriate villages. You are unlikely to get them because of your low fame. On purpose or supervision? Another thing that got mentioned already 100 times was the different outfit. I understand very well that the
weapons at the time were not very diverse, but IMO there is still a lot of variety you add to give players something to look forward to: 1.1. were not the same. Now there are horses and champion horses, but it would be nice to have some variety as light and fast or heavy and slow. It would also propably make horse archers better if heavy armored knights
wouldn't be exactly as fast as theirs. 2. When you look at the historical armor you can see that you could invest a lot of money in it, not just for imagination but also for quality. Since you said you didn't want a player to purchase better things than NPCs wouldn't it be ok to give normal armor to knight troops reinforced for the Lords and Lord for Kings? You
can't imagine how much I would have loved to be able to purchase extra armor throughout this game. It would also add something to the Lord players as they can purchase extra armor, too, instead of sticking to the same whole game for a long time! 3. Weapons: I'm really looking forward to being able to use chivalrous swords with both hands! Just adds to
the gameplay when you have to decide between three weapons rather than two during a fight. As for swords: If you get more models (afair is only 2 now) could you change their length and stuff? Longer swords should not be as fast as short swords, so the player must decide what is more important to him. Also, I'm sure the swords for knights were of better
quality than normal soldiers, weren't they? Maybe add some old versions of vanilla MSB for normal troops? They propably just got old swords rather than fancy ones engraved with crosses. Either way, really enjoying the mod so far. Looking forward to the version with the bastard-swords so I can play as a knight of Jerusalem (their armor is so sweeeeet!).
Stranger Things: With the new patch of the city becoming deserts with some townspeople standing there, the taverns are completely empty with the guy on the floor, etc., in other words: Not working. Does everyone, as in the download description, anyone else have these problems? Stranger Things: With the new patch of the city becoming deserts with some
townspeople standing there, the taverns are completely empty with the guy on the floor, etc., in other words: Not working. Does everyone, as in the download description, anyone else have these problems? Forget about the patch something went wrong, I'm downloading the full version. Not sure what you mean by 2 sword models when there are at least as
12/13 different models. Model as has nothing to do with statistics, but with appearance. Never received a message that he was unable to give troops into the castles. I intend to give the bastard the sword flag more swords when I have time to check out the animations and stuff lately I've only had time to work on the scenes. Stranger Things: With the new
patch of the city becoming deserts with some townspeople standing there, the taverns are completely empty with the guy on the floor, etc., in other words: Not working. Is it all, as in the description of the download, Do you still have these problems? Forget about the patch something went wrong, I'm downloading the full version. I'm not sure. You mean by 2
sword models when there are at least like 12/13 different models. Model as has nothing to do with statistics, but with appearance. Never received a message that he was unable to give troops into the castles. I intend to give the bastard the sword flag more swords when I have time to check out the animations and stuff lately I've only had time to work on the
scenes. yes, now I think about it there are Christian swords and Arab swords etc. The fact is that the player doesn't really know about these things when all the weapons have exactly the same stats. Could the castle be because I'm not a marshal? I did try everything, even leaving in the released prisoners, but it just always stays on 0 troops with no choice.
Anyway, I'm looking forward to new scenes! Stranger Things: With the new patch of the city becoming deserts with some townspeople standing there, the taverns are completely empty with the guy on the floor, etc., in other words: Not working. Does everyone, as in the download description, anyone else have these problems? Forget about the patch
something went wrong, I'm downloading the full version. Not sure what you mean by 2 sword models when there are at least as 12/13 different models. Model as has nothing to do with statistics, but with appearance. Never received a message that he was unable to give troops into the castles. I intend to give the bastard the sword flag more swords when I
have time to check out the animations and stuff lately I've only had time to work on the scenes. yes, now I think about it there are Christian swords and Arab swords etc. The fact is that the player doesn't really know about these things when all the weapons have exactly the same stats. Could the castle be because I'm not a marshal? I did try everything, even
leaving in the released prisoners, but it just always stays on 0 troops with no choice. Anyway, I'm looking forward to new scenes! Did you use the recruiters system? I mean not letting troops themselves, but actually asking the recruiter to get them. Or maybe the castle isn't yours? You can defeat it, but if you're vassed you don't automatically own the castle.
Swords are just called swords because I don't see the point of giving different names to swords lol I have stats so for reasons of balance as well as for aesthetics because it means that the same elements can be used by different troops and it is also a lot easier for me. The more elements with different statistics, the more boring it becomes to balance. I'm
trying to find ways to simplify things getting the same results, it's the only way I progress quickly without modding 24/7 lol The new version of Sands of Faith v0.8 Ultimate - Replaced by all castles, towns and anatolian villages. New settings, fixes, animations, and textures. Well, it's understandable that you're doing this for time reasons, I'll propably just help
myself with the Morga editor. I have trouble putting troops in the castles, they're not mine, sorry for the misunderstanding. Is there already a bastard-sword animation in the new version? Well, that's it. that you do it for time reasons, I will propably just help myself with the editor of the Morgue. I have trouble giving troops in locks when they're not mine, sorry for
the misunderstanding. Is there already a bastard-sword animation in the new version? No, it's just a replacement scene. When I mean new animations in the description just because I forgot to activate in module.ini. well, thx for an answer. I'll check it out anyway... Hmm, I kind of feel like there are just too many knights/mamluks in the armies. On the other
hand, they are really super fragile because Knight Mail has only 6 points of hitting more than the simplest tunic. @thewanderingknight: How about these changes (rough sentences): - raise knight's mail stats to 40/16 (Knights faction) and 36/14 (ordinary knights) - raise the value of the Knights to 80 (faction) and 60 (ordinary) These two are related to each
other, as only one will be unbalanced. Right now it's just that knights aren't really that special. On the battlefield they do the same job as the Bedouins pretty much where there is force in their mounted spears, otherwise they are quite weak and easily kill even farmers. Giving them a little beef and increasing their maintenance cost will make them a little more
special and not so easily affordable, especially in the long run. - Raise the maintenance cost of crossbows to 25/30 (ordinary/veteran) - reduce the cost of keeping installed archers to 35/40 Now I have a feeling that the Arab lords have trouble saving up to Europeans. In several ways: On the one hand, they are never united with Ayyubids being so far apart
while Christians have 4 fist of death, on the other hand it is above cavalry and cheaper missile troops against the average cavalry and expensive missile troops. While on paper the rocket cavalry looks good, not only am I, but as a player I have trouble deploying them to Warband without their death to the Knights or rushing into enemy lines (see bandits). You
could also up the stats on the power of draw and horse archery even more, it's just that I take like 20-30 of them and direct them to the rear of the enemy, and most of them don't care to shoot while the other half don't hit and I get like a handful of kills until they have the contents cost the knights. Crossbows on the other side have almost the same statistics as
infantry, as well as the same costs, only they are better on the battlefield, not even to mention sieges! Also, historically speaking the deployment of a huge number of missile troops was quite expensive arrows and bolt-wise (money), was Henry Vth, who arrows manifacturies and loggers all over the ground, and there are these reports of Parfyan's victory in
Carr where they supply wagons full of arrows. - establish a foreign relationship (not at the beginning of the game on your side belongs) village up to -5 (-10 for the Templars / Hospitaller to their fanatical higher knights, Muslims hate them them more), evtl. Brytenwalda-like system with religions for each village? This would add a bit to the atmosphere and
would also make it a bit more challenging as Lord when you can't automatically recruit your army from the villages you just conquered (it's like so... You are Christians now, even though you don't even know me. Fight for me without deserting!). How can a generic starter be an option, otherwise neutral or set as soon as you join the faction? Alternatively: Give Jerusalem and Antioch infantry a little boost as they have simplicity that are fighting for the holy city and stuff (do they care more about downtime, upping their morale?). It just feels weird when the Templars and Hospitallers have such a big bonus on their knights without any flaws. Hmm, I kind of feel like there are just too many knights/mamluks in the
armies. On the other hand, they are really super fragile because Knight Mail has only 6 points of hitting more than the simplest tunic. @thewanderingknight: How about these changes (rough sentences): - raise knight's mail stats to 40/16 (Knights faction) and 36/14 (ordinary knights) - raise the value of the Knights to 80 (faction) and 60 (ordinary) These two
are related to each other, as only one will be unbalanced. Right now it's just that knights aren't really that special. On the battlefield they do the same job as the Bedouins pretty much where there is force in their mounted spears, otherwise they are quite weak and easily kill even farmers. Giving them a little beef and increasing their maintenance cost will make
them a little more special and not so easily affordable, especially in the long run. - Raise the maintenance cost of crossbows to 25/30 (ordinary/veteran) - reduce the cost of keeping installed archers to 35/40 Now I have a feeling that the Arab lords have trouble saving up to Europeans. In several ways: On the one hand, they are never united with Ayyubids
being so far apart while Christians have 4 fist of death, on the other hand it is above cavalry and cheaper missile troops against the average cavalry and expensive missile troops. While on paper the rocket cavalry looks good, not only am I, but as a player I have trouble deploying them to Warband without their death to the Knights or rushing into enemy lines
(see bandits). You could also up the stats on the power of draw and horse archery even more, it's just that I take like 20-30 of them and direct them to the rear of the enemy, and most of them don't care to shoot while the other half don't hit and I get like a handful of kills until they have the contents cost the knights. Crossbows on the other side have almost the
same statistics as infantry, as well as the same costs, only they are better on the battlefield, not even to mention sieges! In addition, historically speaking deployments have a huge number of troops was a rather expensive arrow and bolt-wise (money), was Henry Vth, who arrowed manifacturies and lumberjacks above the ground and there are these reports
of The Parthian's victory in Karra, where they had supply wagons full of arrows. - establish a foreign relationship (not at the beginning of the game on your side owned) villages to -5 (-10 for the Templars / Hospitaller to balance their fanatical superior knights, Muslims hate them even more), evtl. Brytenwalda-like system with religions for each village? This
would add a bit to the atmosphere and would also make it a bit more challenging as Lord when you can't automatically recruit your army from the villages you just conquered (it's like so... You are Christians now, even though you don't even know me. Fight for me without deserting!). How can a generic starter be an option, otherwise neutral or set as soon as
you join the faction? Alternatively: - Give Jerusalem and Antioch infantry a little boost as they have simplicity that are fighting for the holy city and stuff (do they care more about downtime, upping their morale?). It just feels weird when the Templars and Hospitallers have such a big bonus on their knights without any flaws. The first from the lack of Templars
and Hospitallers is that they only have 3 lords either than the grandmaster and only start with 2 cities if they can recruit knights. Their knights have higher statistics to represent them historically (they are known to be the most feared in battle especially by the Templars, and usually the Military Knights of the Order were experienced knights as they were
already knights when joining the Order, and they are usually fanatics who will fight to the death, the Templars many times almost disappeared from suicide by the cavalry. Even the normal knights from Jerusalem and Antioch have better stats than anything else than the Mamluks and Ghouls, who are more or less the same, but the Knights have better armor.
but only infantry is equipped with a crossbow because it doesn't really require much practice to use unlike onions. Also from the feedback later in the game Ayyubid Lords will start to gather and go in to almost stop the counteroffensive. The Crusaders have a stronger beginning because the Ayyubids are scattered, but the loss of their eastern lands will simply
make them start gathering in Egypt. And that was before I made them allies with the Seljuks. If you don't change it in the fashion lords' options come back from exile so they don't really ever disappear. Well, from my gameplay where I played as a smaller Gentleman Ayyubid, who did not participate much in the war until the end of the game I can say that 4
Christian factions have largely destroyed the Seljuks (both two cities and some castles left) and Jerusalem Egypt and would've won the city and the castle if I hadn't intervened and taken 3, later 6 lords plus the king, until the prisoners finally, he can mount a counter-offensive. I would be very interested to hear the experience of the other players here, since I
seem to be the only guy I've heard so far who Christians win in general if left alone. I can understand why do you make a point with the knights, I just thought that when you give them high maintenance costs they will no longer be that affordable compared to other troops, right now it's pretty easy to spam, it's in field combat (you're kinda forced to do that
because the NPCs have a ton of cavalry, even Christian, because they recruit so many mercenaries. Horses: As I said they cost as much as knights and imo they are not worth it now in field battles since they just cost too much if I lose them without really performing much. I actually just use them for a siege where I need them. Well, from my gameplay where
I played as a lesser Gentleman Ayyubid, who did not participate much in the war until the end of the game I can say that 4 Christian factions largely destroyed the Seljuks (like two cities and some castles left) and Jerusalem invaded Egypt and would have won the city and the castle if I had not intervened and took 3, later 6 lords plus the king as prisoners until
we can finally mount a counter-offensive. I would be very interested to hear the experience of the other players here, since I seem to be the only guy I've heard so far who Christians win in general if left alone. I can understand why do you make a point with the knights, I just thought that when you give them high maintenance costs they will no longer be that
affordable compared to other troops, right now it's pretty easy to spam, it's in field combat (you're kinda forced to do that because the NPCs have a ton of cavalry, even Christian, because they recruit so many mercenaries. Horses: As I said they cost as much as knights and imo they are not worth it now in field battles since they just cost too much if I lose
them without really performing much. I actually just use them for a siege where I need them. Much of the feedback is from Moddb, where there is the vast majority of players base this fashion. Anyway I didn't say anything about horse archers, which means I think about it. Also keep in mind that in the early versions of this fashion Muslims will destroy the
Crusaders in a month, so it's not as easy nerfing crusaders as you might think. SoF Destroyed Doors and Flora Fix Patch - Adds a few missing codes for destructible doors and adjusts arena flora, as well as makes adjustments to the siege and corrects the code for arenas in several cities. The terms of the source code resolution for other modders have been
updated. Mostly important: Any of the new towns, castles and Anatolian villages cannot be used without the permission of el xabeo de la of Hispania 1200 (this includes exteriors and interiors, arenas and taverns). Hi, I made some random banners that may interest you ... Here are the factional banners for Ayyubid and Seljuka, and here are the rest... Very
nice, I'll be looking at replacing the current Edit: actually Ayyubid one I made it out of the CWE banners, but I'll still be using the Seljuk one. Why doesn't this fashion have its own board yet? Page 11 snippet and here's the rest... Can you tell me about the meaning of the Arabic text written on the Hams banner? EDIT: Nevermind I can read it as silly I think I will
make another question as I am curious. Were these Hamsa banners used by Sunni or Shia Muslims? And were they used by people near the Arab peninsula? It was used usually throughout the Middle East, even in North Africa and Spain, regardless of religion or creed (even Christians and Jews used it) So I'm looking to release v0.9 today already, v0.8
Ultimate was the full version that I had to release to test the scene because just the fix didn't work. What's already done: Fixed bug with faction icons changing to the same as the player, new troop bar ratio feature, new player warcry features, new banners (they're now just like icons using the same textures). I'm looking to fix the locks painting backgrounds
and card icons as well as looking to enhance horse archers and nerf crossbows a bit. Maybe boost the Knights armor rating. What do you guys think? Also, the reason why I won't give the bastard sword sword is because it slows down the attack and reduces damage by 35% when worn on the 1 side, so it may not be, I'll look to remove the fine in the future
version so I can give the flag, but it's much harder than what I thought, so I won't do it for this version, since I feel I need to release it already. So I'm looking to release v0.9 today already, v0.8 Ultimate was the full version that I had to release to test the scene because just the fix didn't work. What's already done: Fixed bug with faction icons changing to the
same as the player, new troop bar ratio feature, new player warcry features, new banners (they're now just like icons using the same textures). I'm looking to fix the locks painting backgrounds and card icons as well as looking to enhance horse archers and nerf crossbows a bit. Maybe boost the Knights armor rating. What do you guys think? Also, the reason
why I won't give the bastard sword sword is because it slows down the attack and reduces damage by 35% when worn on the one side, so it may not be, I'll look to remove the fine in the future version so I can give the flag, but it's much harder than what I thought, so I won't do it for this version, since I feel that we need to release it already. For the bastard
sword flag thing, do you think it's possible if you just reduce the speed and damage of the penalty? Since when wielding both hands, theoretically it is more manageable and therefore damage and and can increase, although certainly not at the rate of 35%, though, it's just too much. I agree with the rise of the knight's armor rating, can I offer also an increase in
the level of knights in general, as now seems strange as knights who have had years of training and some of the best equipment can not dominate the mounted bandits, although it might just have been armor. The fine for the flag is tightly coded and cannot be changed. However, the punishment applies only to bastard swords possessed by a shield, or on
horseback. Maybe do it so you click x cycle between 1h and 2h mode? Why can't you just give the new bastard sword 50% more harm, so it has normal damage when a 1h reduction of -33% applied? Do I miss something obvious? Looking forward to the new version, you really seem to be working this mod. Is there an easy way to give rusty, bent, etc.
attributes of items? This would really make it more interesting if the gear you could buy and rob wouldn't all be exactly the same. I know you don't like positive amplifiers because they give the player an unfair advantage, but what about these negative ones? If there's really no easy way for you to give these attributes to all the items at the same time I could
see myself spending a few hours with the Morgue editor and send you an updated version so you can spend your time on other things Why can't you just give the new bastard sword 50% more damage, so that it has normal damage when 1h reduction -33% applied? Do I miss something obvious? Looking forward to the new version, you really seem to be
working this mod. Is there an easy way to give rusty, bent, etc. attributes of items? This would really make it more interesting if the gear you could buy and rob wouldn't all be exactly the same. I know you don't like positive amplifiers because they give the player an unfair advantage, but what about these negative ones? If there's really no easy way for you to
give these attributes to all the items at the same time I could see myself spending a few hours with the Morgue editor and sending you an updated version so you can spend your time on other things I would say 50% more harm too much for such a small sword Why you can't just give a new bastard sword 50% more harm so it has normal damage when 1h
reduction - 33% applied? Do I miss something obvious? Looking forward to the new version, you really seem to be working this mod. Is there an easy way to give rusty, bent, etc. attributes of items? This would really make it more interesting if the gear you could buy and rob wouldn't all be exactly the same. I know you don't like positive amplifiers because
they give the player an unfair advantage, but what about these negative ones? If there's a business is not an easy way for you to give these attributes to all the elements simultaneously I could see myself spend a few hours with the editor of the Morgue and and You updated the version so you can spend your time on other things I would say 50% more
damage too much for such a small sword Well, the actual damage will be the same, right? As far as I know, this works like this: the damage to the bastard sword you see decreases by 33% when using it on only one side. So when you have a bastard sword with 30 dmg it will only deal with 20 dmg. Now, if you want to make a 1h sword in the bastard version,
but keep the same damage output when using it with only one hand, you should increase the official damage by 50% (from 20 to 30 in this case). Reducing the speed would be strange though so I see the argument about keeping Templar swords in one hand and actually supporting swords like they are now that I think about it in general... Why can't you just
give the new bastard sword 50% more harm, so it has normal damage when a 1h reduction of -33% applied? Do I miss something obvious? Looking forward to the new version, you really seem to be working this mod. Is there an easy way to give rusty, bent, etc. attributes of items? This would really make it more interesting if the gear you could buy and rob
wouldn't all be exactly the same. I know you don't like positive amplifiers because they give the player an unfair advantage, but what about these negative ones? If there's really no easy way for you to give these attributes to all the items at the same time I could see myself spending a few hours with the Morgue editor and sending you an updated version so
you can spend your time on other things I deleted the modifiers because I wanted not only because of the benefits, just after watching some passing seeing someone playing as a Templar and using a scimitar just because that it's better stats because of modifiers annoys me lol the meaning of this fashion role-playing game as someone from a faction of the
time in this particular topic is not just playing like any other mod. You can change the equipment because of their appearance, swords have many different models with great graphics if you play on high settings ^^ There is a specific model of the Sword Templars, for example, it's just called a sword, but it has a Templar cross on it and many more. Based on
moddb feedback I will not change horse archers, I just increase knights, mamluks and ghulams armor. Changed The Renault de Chatillon with Jocelyn d'Edessa, so now Renault owns Kerak and you'll have Kerak playing like him, and also gave him an extra set of Templars at the launch like he did so you could role-play, both in the film and attacking

harmless caravans XD also added Martin de Margat as an optional antioch lord to start and gave him the castle of Margat so that all the owners should have a castle. Edit: I ended up raising them a bit and gave the military orders to knights stats all factions to make the cavalry will feel more powerful now in general. New version v0.9 - Player warcries,
optional female crusader voice orders and warcries, troop ratio bar, fixed faction error change icons, settings in cavalry, cavalry, archers and Bedouins, new banners surrounding the sound in taverns, many other tricks, many other tricks, corrections and corrections. Hmm, playing as a lord or a king, can you start with your character looking exactly like they
should be? I want to play like Arn de Gothia, but I can't make my character look like him in the movie lol. Hmm, playing as a lord or a king, can you start with your character looking exactly like they should be? I want to play like Arn de Gothia, but I can't make my character look like him in the movie lol. Try to randomize and then customize it, that's how I made
the faces I felt that the battlefield cards were too small. This leads to the strengthening of the enemy in one large cluster among my own troops on their spawning. I'm also looking forward to CWE's pre-drop screen and scenes of Great Work anyway. I felt that the battlefield maps were too small. This leads to the strengthening of the enemy in one large cluster
among my own troops on their spawning. I'm also looking forward to CWE's pre-drop screen and scenes of Great Work anyway. What version do you play? Battlefields are the biggest possible in Warband -'- I have a feeling that you're playing the old version since all the scenes have been replaced... The scenes have been replaced in v0.8 Ultimate it v0.9
already. Edit: to clarify though (although it's in description) scenes from Spain 1200, but using the textures of CWE and the flora edited and the terrain changed so they actually kinda look like CWE scenes (because Hispania 1200 scene is good). As for how I know there are no CWE city/castle functional scenes. About... I edited many scenes to work properly
for a stable version of CWE. As you know, I have no idea how hard it is to implement them in your own mod. About... I edited many scenes to work properly for a stable version of CWE. As you know, I have no idea how hard it is to implement them in your own mod. Do CWE Mos scripts require WSE, and which scenes did you edit for? I'm not sure it's meant
to be, but after converting to Teutonic culture, my lords are recruiting both Ayubid and Teutonic troops. In addition, despite the use of new items specified in the troops.txt, the kingdom's officers (constables, etc.) continue to use their native equipment. Page 12 How does it go with a graphical problem in the world map for directX7? I'm not sure it's meant to
be, but after converting to Teutonic culture, my lords are recruiting both Ayubid and Teutonic troops. In addition, despite the use of new items specified in the troops.txt, the kingdom's officers (constables, etc.) continue to use their native equipment. They probably recruited them before the culture got updated (it takes as much as two-thirds of a day until it is
updated). You have to wait culture before making them lords. I'm pretty sure this was what happened, since no one ever reported such a thing in 3 month life fashion. If you read the description, you would know that you need to remove all the equipment they have from both the inventory and the out they equipped before making them lords. I did a description
for something. How does this happen to a graphical problem on the world map for directX7? There is not any graphic problem, the texture is just too demanding for directx 7. The new version of Sands of Faith v0.9 Enhanced - Horn sound when reinforcements arrive (different for allies and enemies), fixed constable recruiter to exploit, a few remaining vanilla
replacement items, a few hardware settings, edit some menus to provide interesting information about unique fashion features from the start of the game for new players, common small tricks and fixes. The new version will take some time. Rebooting the new version with reinforcement sounds removed because it was bugged while fighting bandits, I believe
it was only against the bandits anyway. You can continue your game save, there should be no problems. I'll be looking at re-reinforcement sounds for the next version, just need to do it differently. Sorry for the inconvenience. Will it be possible for a torrent or mirror on mega for this mod to be downloaded? I'm very interested in playing this mod, but I can't
download it because of the slow DSL connection that will either corrupt or outright fail the download (even if I use download managers). If a mirror could be created I would be eternally grateful. Will it be possible for a torrent or mirror on mega for this mod to be downloaded? I'm very interested in playing this mod, but I can't download it because of the slow
DSL connection that will either corrupt or outright fail the download (even if I use download managers). If a mirror could be created I would be eternally grateful. I don't know, I will need to set up an account there since I don't even have an account on these sites. I like it, keep up the good work! Btw. if you want a better map I can polish it for you and fix some of
the display errors if you want so I like it, keep up the good work! Btw. if you want a better map, can I polish it for you and fix some of the display errors if you want so What display errors? As far as I know, there are no display errors? No one ever reported display errors, nor did I see myself. Anyway there is a known problem in the passage between the sea
and the mountain, which must be edited. Downloaded source code for the latest version of Sands of Faith, since I forgot to update it. Be sure to read the terms of the source code permit if you want to use it as a base for your fashion. Nevermind I decided myself, you will exercise Battling Ram from CWE or it is already in the game Nevermind I decided
myself, you will implement Battling Ram from CWE or it is already in the game No, it is not in fashion, I do not remember if it requires WSE, but anyway, unfortunately, my computer doesn't allow me to do much in regards to scening so until the script decides to help (and I mean, not just offer help, and then disappears or expect that I'll add everything to scene
props and brfs and what else when I I I barely test the scene using CWE textures), then the siege stuff can be improved I guess. I wonder where those are now that kept insisting that the Muslim factions should be polished... Added video from the newest version of PeriodicProductions. Guys, open the module.ini in the folder of The Sands of Faith and almost
at the end look for use_advanced_formation and change it to 0. I activated it for test purposes, but completely forgot about it and conflicts with Pbod. I'll start working on the Ultimate version, which should be the last step to 1.0 and the first major feature I'll be looking at to add this body from 1257 AD, which allows you to play as a random soldier after death, it
will replace the current Deathcam. I'll also be looking at adding a reinforcement horn sound right this time ^^ I'll start working on the Ultimate version, which should be the last step to 1.0 and the first major feature I'll be looking at to add this body from 1257 AD, which allows you to play as a random soldier after death, it will replace the current Deathcam. I'll
also look in to add a reinforcement horn sound right this time ^^ awesome - looking forward to it! Hi, just started playing your mod and I have to admit it's great... but I noticed some bugs/mistakes and there are a few suggestions. I play 0.9v enlarged (downloaded it a few days ago from ModDB so I think the latest version. what I noticed is that it is an error in
the description of the Champion Arab horse - while Desc says it adds armor no 2 compared to the normal Arabian horse it adds Maneuverability No 2. Also a small suggestion - to add a bridge somewhere near Edessa, it feels so disconnected from the rest of the Sultanate of Roma. Cheers Page 13 you can always start the Napoleonic version, Sands of
Faith someday! You have the perfect card for it. Just a few changes and 4 main factions of British, French, Ottoman and Mamluk! The sands of Egypt will be reborn again too 244369.0.html you should know how to read the minds of XD I actually already thought about doing the Napoleon Eygpt campaign after the release of this new version or after 1.0, Since
I already have a map and source code (it will take a lot of editing in the formations and stuff) the problem is to find all the elements and scenes needed ^^ I tinker with CWE skyboxes and terrain boundaries, I get to make them work, finally think the problem is that I forgot to add my FX post I believe... Hi, just started playing your mod and I have to admit it's
great... but I noticed some errors/ and there are a few suggestions. I play 0.9v extension (downloaded it a couple of days ago from ModDB so I think it's this Version. The first thing I notice when trying to recruit knights/villagers and there are no available instead of going back to the city/village screen, it always takes me back to the village screen for the town
and fort screen for the village (I played only as an adventurer or vassal sultanate of rum or ayyubid). And second, what I noticed is that it's an error in the description of the Champion Arab horse - while Desc says it adds armor to No.2 compared to a normal Arabian horse it adds to Maneuverability No.2. Also a small suggestion - add a bridge somewhere
near Edessa, it feels so disconnected from the rest of the Sultanate of Roma. Cheers I know about the first, minor bug fixes will come for version 1.0, regarding modifiers they don't even have to be in vogue, but I believe it's a script from a custom commander that still adds a few. Sands of Faith v0.9 Ultimate RELEASED CHANGELOG: -Optimized
performance and stability -Repair and rebalancing of troops of trees and reinforcements -Fixed errors in some castle sieges -Fixed siege city scenes with problems with siege towers -Fixed caravans get stuck-fixed flora in the siege of the city scene and several villages, also added a few things missing in some scenes, like ships in coastal scenes of the city
and exchanged some scenes of the city not appearing in stores-Added relevant scenes of meeting at sea - Replaced scenes of sea battle, bandit lairs and river battles - Replaced vanilla satellites -Replaced all the items left to replace, no more vanilla anywhere -Replaced skyboxes and new terrain boundaries - replaced by several map icons, comrades or
troops (it does not get stuck in the helmet of vision unlike the general) , tweaks and fixes Good job! What do you think of the forum board for this fashion? I think he deserves one! Good work! What do you think of the forum board for this fashion? I think he deserves one! I maybe ask after the release of 1.0, I think it would be better for players to find mod and
have a suitable list of credits and thread features and such. But this update is still beta so I'm pretty waiting for 1.0 that should have a more complete feeling to it. A loaded campaign map with a passage between Givelet and Beirut has been corrected. Is there any diagram for a compatible companion? I just met a doctor who kept quarelling with my best
fighter. Looks cool, will you continue to update? I love crusades and I'll be happy to take my cross for going to the Outremer DL game and try. Here's a good gift for you: a strange doubt: why when I'm a freelancer I was taken as a knight? I don't have the usual opportunity to regularly career as an infantryman, then a knight, after a troop tree? Sands of Faith
v1.0 RELEASED Changelog: - Some Rebalancing Troops - Added Missing Triggers for Scenes - Sea of battle scenes tweaked as well as cheaper ships - Player card icon depends on the horse equipped - Kingdom Control Tool - Advanced Sound - Some replaced - Lots of fixes, fixes and settings a strange doubt: why when I freelance I was taken as a
knight? I don't have the usual opportunity to regularly career as an infantryman, then a knight, after a troop tree? From the description: -Abillity to join the faction of armies as a knight (including military orders like Templars and hospitaliers) also check the recruitment system. Looks cool, will you continue to update? Just released v1.0, but I won't update for a
while because I need a break from modding. So many people have been talking about this mod lately so here I am going through the campaign. My first reaction: I was amazed at the amount of good work done so far. So let's work with some suggestions that kindly ask your for your attention jentile : 1) Everything seems well balanced so far, but some work
can be done for the sake of immersion. I red your comments on modifiers and I understand your point of view, but I think the variety of ad items for immersion, and I mean the stats, because the aesthetic part has been carefully cared for. So I think that some statistics swords, for example, should vary just to give the player a chance to find the item that best
suits his style of play and give a more realistic feeling when choosing a faction. I would like to see swords with statistics like this : - General cavalry swords longer than infantry with maybe a fine on speed and force required . - Western swords that are heavier than the eastern and slower with higher grip requirements but do more damage. - I've always thought
that most European swords are mostly used for traction while the eastern ones are predominantly for the cut, so I would like to see some really significant traction damage pout on previous . By comparison, oriental swords should be faster and lighter. - Western armor is heavier and more loaded, while the eastern ones should have better protection for the
same weight, but still it is harder to offer less protection than the best western. The idea should be to give the Eastern warriors more speed and agility, and the Western - more protection and direct. Also, please ad mace they have been around since the beginning of time and became very comfortable as the armor became more effective. About Two Hand
Arms: If you manage to balance them as you like, this won't be a game breaking in any way to make them available as prices for a successful tournament. Items like two hands special swords axes or mace with a high price, so that one that does not want to use them, can sell them for profit. Obviously for the same reason a herd of cows or silver or precious
merch (spice) can be good. The last thing: Could you consider the future addition of the Byzantine Empire. they're still some territory in the area, and only during this period did they lose the power to pursue it. They can be represented far in the northwest of the city and some nearby castle/with some number of lords, which prevents them from disappearing
too quickly. Or Cyprus Cyprus do if you like. Thank you (or anyone else) for your patience if you had time to go through reading this.... EDIT: Important : Is it keep compatible? So many people have been talking about this mod lately so here I am going through the campaign. My first reaction: I was amazed at the amount of good work done so far. So let's
work with some suggestions that kindly ask your for your attention jentile : 1) Everything seems well balanced so far, but some work can be done for the sake of immersion. I red your comments on modifiers and I understand your point of view, but I think the variety of ad items for immersion, and I mean the stats, because the aesthetic part has been carefully
cared for. So I think that some statistics swords, for example, should vary just to give the player a chance to find the item that best suits his style of play and give a more realistic feeling when choosing a faction. I would like to see swords with statistics like this : - General cavalry swords longer than infantry with maybe a fine on speed and force required . Western swords that are heavier than the eastern and slower with higher grip requirements but do more damage. - I've always thought that most European swords are mostly used for traction while the eastern ones are predominantly for the cut, so I would like to see some really significant traction damage pout on previous . By comparison, oriental swords
should be faster and lighter. - Western armor is heavier and with more encumbrance, while the eastern should have better protection for the same protection, but still harder to offer less protection than the best western . The idea should be to give the Eastern warriors more speed and agility, and the Western - more protection and direct. Also, please ad mace
they have been around since the beginning of time and became very comfortable as the armor became more effective. About Two Hand Arms: If you manage to balance them as you like, this won't be a game breaking in any way to make them available as prices for a successful tournament. Items like two hands special swords axes or mace with a high
price, so that one that does not want to use them, can sell them for profit. Obviously for the same reason a herd of cows or silver or precious merch (spice) can be good. The last thing: Could you consider the future addition of the Byzantine Empire. they still claim some territory in the area, and only during this period did they lose the power to pursue it. They
can be represented far in the northwest of the city and some nearby castle/with some number of lords, which prevents them from disappearing too quickly. Or Cyprus can do if you like. Thank you (or anyone else) your patience if you had time to go through reading this.... EDIT: Important : Is it keep compatible? Infantry swords are actually shorter, in 1.0 they
are called short swords I just forgot to change the name in the latest version and I actually added a new one. I need to. break from modding, so I can't say what will eventually happen in the future. The new versions are never compatible with savegame. Thank you so much for the response!!! Added gameplay video with v0.9 Ultimate Vianala YakutaPasa
(Turkish). He's got a tournament Mission in the village, freelancing and even siege Antioch ^^ Sands of Faith v0.9 Ultimate RELEASED CHANGELOG: -Optimized performance and stability -Repair and rebalancing of tree troops and reinforcements -Fixed errors in some sieges of the castle -Fixed siege of the city scene with problems with siege towers -Fixed
caravans stuck-fixed flora in the siege of the city scene and several Not appearing in stores - Added relevant scenes of encounters at sea -Replaced scenes of battle of the sea, gangster lairs and river battles -replaced vanilla satellites -Replaced all the items left for replacement, no more vanilla anywhere -Replaced skyboxes and new terrain boundaries replaced by multiple map icons -Added kind of helmet to a couple of scenes missing , comrades or troops (it does not get stuck in the helmet of vision as opposed to battles) -Tons of general replacements, settings and fixes Hey can not wait to try this mod ... VIDS look fantastic. Reading the thread, I noticed you said tweaks for this fashion. I was wondering if
you have a chance to watch Europe's 1200 theme... I have a stream of customization there. If any of these things is a decent pls look. Sands of Faith v0.9 Ultimate RELEASED CHANGELOG: -Optimized performance and stability -Repair and rebalancing of tree troop and reinforcements -Fixed errors in some castle sieges -Fixed siege city scenes with
problems with siege towers -Fixed caravans get stuck-fixed flora in the besieged city scene and several villages, and added a few things missing in some scenes, like ships in coastal towns , gangster lairs and river battles - Replaced vanilla satellites - Replaced by all the elements left to replace, no more vanilla anywhere -Replaced by skyboxes and new
terrain boundaries - Replaced by several map icons -Added kind of helmet on a couple of scenes, missing as a duel you can do when talking to lords, comrades or troops (it doesn't get stuck in the helmet of the view) , settings and fixes Hey can not wait to try this mod ... VIDS look fantastic. Reading the thread, I noticed you said tweaks for this fashion. I was
wondering if you have a chance to watch Europe's 1200 theme... I have a stream of customization there. If any of these things is a decent pls look. The latest version of 1.0 already tweaks I mean common small changes to enhance mods, I always do that in each version of the ^^ Unfortunately . caravans stuck was not true, I thought it had been fixed but but
not anyway, just talk to them and it fixes it. It's maybe because of the constant wars that disrupts the trade route and maybe it needs some interaction in order to wake up or something XD Version v0.8 Improved video from a slightly outdated version (v0.8 Advanced), but with funny battles in the desert against bandits. Page 14 New version 1.1 wait! I thought I
needed to add a variety of battles at random meetings, so I decided to do a new version before I take a break. Also, the improved pirates are landing scenes and I'll add some new surprises it will be released very soon ^^ Well, the latest version I played was 0.7, which was quite fun. I'm going to give the new version another go. Excellent job wanderingknight
Well, the last version I played was 0.7, which was quite fun. I'm going to give the new version another go. The great work wanderingknight v0.7 is so outdated XD New version 1.1 is already in Moddb, trying to download to the link again, as the file seems damaged (link pain to download for some reason). Sands of Faith v1.1 RELEASED Changelog: - Added
new battle scenes to random encounters (there are now 6 different battles) - Tweaked audio for better immersion - Some renamings and a few tweaks Adding new variety scenes for casual encounters was something really needed, and that's the reason for this new version, as well as some tricks were made for better immersion. Now I take a break from
modding for a while, thanks to everyone who helped and supported this mod. Are there tweeks in the stats of items (such as weapons and armor) ? I'll be downloading as soon as possible. I was at a good point, but I'll have to restart. Thanks for the effort ... Are there tweeks in the stats of items (such as weapons and armor) ? I'll be downloading as soon as
possible. I was at a good point, but I'll have to restart. Thanks for the effort ... No version was just adding new scenes of random encounters, only made tweaks for some audio and names and the like. I'm not really in the mood for a modding asm, but really needed scenes for random encounters. Dang it! I just spent the last few days playing hard... customize
your files and add a few of my own items. Dang it! I just spent the last few days playing hard... customize your files and add a few of my own items. LOL Sorry man, I promise I won't update for a while XD This version will just add new battlefields (previous only 1). Now there are 4 brand new, the river one (which will happen only when fighting in the crossing)
and the old one, which is 6 in total. I wanted to do more, but I'm kinda saturated from modding, it takes too long ... It's been 5 months working on it XD I think it's very complete with these scenes, I think that really improve would be unique quests, but for now it can't be if someone else wants to do them. Is v1.1 compatible with savegames from v1.0? That is, if
I just rename the folder and drop all the new files, will my current savegames play well? No. In addition, the tournament tournament In this fashion cheats like mother'er! It's seriously so stacked against you it's not even funny. Dang it! I just spent the last few days playing hard... customize your files and add a few of my own items. LOL Sorry man, I promise I
won't update for a while XD This version will just add new battlefields (previous only 1). Now there are 4 brand new, the river one (which will happen only when fighting in the crossing) and the old one, which is 6 in total. I wanted to do more, but I'm kinda saturated from modding, it takes too long ... It's been 5 months working on it XD I think it's very complete
with these scenes, I think that would really improve would be unique quests, but at the moment it can't be if someone else wants to do them. Don't worry dude... I really like mods. This is a good change in relation to my regular game and fortunately suck out of the same Europe 1200 TXT settings work on it. (just a little changed) The atmosphere is great and I
love the textures and all the options. I wish the E1200 was carrying away that stuff. The only reason I ever need to add things to fashion is because I like the role of playing a certain character that interacts in these new fashion worlds. I only post them for me and it's great to see weird things that are kind of out of place. A couple of observations so far: - At first
I thought the same as WilsonMG, his reference to the tournament system i.e. But then I remembered that I could give orders to my teammates, and I soon began to get into the top three positions at the finish. I bet 200 each round with an offer to acquire a 2 point minimum each round and set it on the 1st hard setting of 3 teams on 6 for a win/profit of 648. I
use a bow and arrow, a sword and a shield, with a horse. It seems to work best for me. I really like the tournament system... it really gets my blood boiling and I'm always tense. It's much more complicated than native styles.... To win that is. One thing I really thought might have been the tournament hack was LORDS throwing Javelins across the field at
HYPERSONIC speed. Javelins is 75 length, which is interesting because throwing spears 65 lengths. Javelins have a shot speed of only 28 and a spear 22 if I remember correctly. So I assumed that the reason LORDS chuck Javelins at super speeds is probably because they have a high skill of throwing about 250 or higher. Pair that with a high power toss
and you're toasting if you get hit just once. But if you drive fast and sideways enough .... You can get lucky. - Horses: Horses are great, but I personally make them look like the latest changes they made in the E1200. The speed of the horses was increased, but the armor was reduced. In the E1200, top armored horses are set at 21-24, only slightly higher
than they are in this fashion 1 ... so I stopped at 21. I added a few meshes to put some padding or light mail on one of the unused horses in order to make this change look and feel better. Also did it it Of 3 Ride-Arms and Armor: I added a few items that I brought with me from a distant land to the holy land. But I never exaggerate the statistics I keep everything
in LINE with the norm of statistics in this area. For example, I added a Klappvisier helmet, but I gave it only 40 armor. I'm not trying to match periods of time other things like that... I just think it looks cool. Function Wise is the same as a game, not over power. Are you going to fix the armor stats in the next update? I love this mod and it looks absolutely brilliant,
even better than 1257ad, but the armor stats are completely meaningless. Armor ratings for maille hauberks and equivalent Muslim armor should have a rating of 50 or 60, not 35. The fact that you can actually one shot of anyone in postal armor in this fashion with a spear is funny and completely breaks the dive. Maille armour wasn't anything like Hollywood,
you could hack away at a man with a sword and do very little harm at all if you targeted bony areas such as shoulder blades or shins (the post doesn't actually stop the shaking force, that's what soft clothes wear over or under hauberk for. than the stomach. The energy goes straight from the sword to the bone itself.). Indeed there are even accounts of his
stopping spears, and it provided excellent protection against arrows as well. Obviously the warband can't well represent the struggling and dagger method of sending heavy infantry, which is the main way to kill something like a knight when there is not enough polearm, but that doesn't mean knights and Saracen riders should be dropping in seconds from just
a couple of sword punches. It would also be interesting if you could add a double mailbox at some point in the future. Some extremely heavy hauberk, which makes you quite bulky, but provides excellent protection. But all the armor needs a dramatic positive effect in statistics. What is full of hauberk, what we know, got up on countless sword blows, arrows,
axes and spears can be destroyed in about four hits or less, and only ten points better than wearing a T-shirt funny and extremely unreal. Released patch to correct the texture of the terrain on the scenes to make them look much better, and reboot the new version with it included, but for those who downloaded it already just use the patch. Is v1.1 compatible
with savegames from v1.0? That is, if I just rename the folder and drop all the new files, will my current savegames play well? No. Also, the tournament system in this fashion is deceiving like me! It's seriously so stacked against you it's not even funny. Have you even bothered to test the tournament options? You know you can choose exactly the equipment
to use? I always play as a knight, so I chose always the equipment knight and always finish in the first three places easily Also you can even deactivate the tournament in options and play vanilla vanilla vanilla instead, but I'm sure you haven't even checked the options right? Don't worry dude... I really like mods. This is a good change in relation to my regular
game and fortunately suck out of the same Europe 1200 TXT settings work on it. (just a little changed) The atmosphere is great and I love the textures and all the options. I wish the E1200 was carrying away that stuff. The only reason I ever need to add things to fashion is because I like the role of playing a certain character that interacts in these new fashion
worlds. I only post them for me and it's great to see weird things that are kind of out of place. A couple of observations so far: - At first I thought the same as WilsonMG, his reference to the tournament system i.e. But then I remembered that I could give orders to my teammates, and I soon began to get into the top three positions at the finish. I bet 200 each
round with an offer to acquire a 2 point minimum each round and set it on the 1st hard setting of 3 teams on 6 for a win/profit of 648. I use a bow and arrow, a sword and a shield, with a horse. It seems to work best for me. I really like the tournament system... it really gets my blood boiling and I'm always tense. It's much more complicated than native styles....
To win that is. One thing I really thought might have been the tournament hack was LORDS throwing Javelins across the field at HYPERSONIC speed. Javelins is 75 length, which is interesting because throwing spears 65 lengths. Javelins have a shot speed of only 28 and a spear 22 if I remember correctly. So I assumed that the reason LORDS chuck
Javelins at super speeds is probably because they have a high skill of throwing about 250 or higher. Pair that with a high power toss and you're toasting if you get hit just once. But if you drive fast and sideways enough .... You can get lucky. - Horses: Horses are great, but I personally make them look like the latest changes they made in the E1200. The
speed of the horses was increased, but the armor was reduced. In the E1200, the top armored horses are set at 21-24, only slightly higher than they are in this fashion (which is 1 ... so I stopped at 21. I added a few meshes to put some padding or light mail on one of the unused horses in order to make this change look and feel better. Also made this
requirement 3 ride-weapons and armor: I added a few items that I brought with me from a distant land to the holy land. But I never exaggerate the statistics I keep everything in LINE with the norm of statistics in this area. For example, I added a Klappvisier helmet, but I gave it only 40 armor. I'm not trying to match periods of time other things like that... I just
think it looks cool. Function Wise is the same as a game, not over power. (quote) Looking at let's play around I've never seen anyone on case even bother to choose equipment to use that makes all the difference, I always chose lance'sword-shield'horse and always finish in the first 3 places and win some and I rarely play horse horses fine as they are in my
opinion because guns in general don't do all that damage compared to other mods, and pikes do bonus damage to horses, so it makes pikes actually worth it because they will either be one-hit horses or leave them almost dead. I'm sure the helmet is in vogue OO It is used by lower level knights. Are you going to fix the armor stats in the next update? I love
this mod and it looks absolutely brilliant, even better than 1257ad, but the armor stats are completely meaningless. Armor ratings for maille hauberks and equivalent Muslim armor should have a rating of 50 or 60, not 35. The fact that you can actually one shot of anyone in postal armor in this fashion with a spear is funny and completely breaks the dive. Maille
armour wasn't anything like Hollywood, you could hack away at a man with a sword and do very little harm at all if you targeted bony areas such as shoulder blades or shins (the post doesn't actually stop the shaking force, that's what soft clothes wear over or under hauberk for. than the stomach. The energy goes straight from the sword to the bone itself.).
Indeed there are even accounts of his stopping spears, and it provided excellent protection against arrows as well. Obviously the warband can't well represent the struggling and dagger method of sending heavy infantry, which is the main way to kill something like a knight when there is not enough polearm, but that doesn't mean knights and Saracen riders
should be dropping in seconds from just a couple of sword punches. It would also be interesting if you could add a double mailbox at some point in the future. Some extremely heavy hauberk, which makes you quite bulky, but provides excellent protection. But all the armor needs a dramatic positive effect in statistics. What is full of hauberk, what we know, got
up on countless sword blows, arrows, axes and spears can be destroyed in about four hits or less, and only ten points better than wearing a T-shirt funny and extremely unreal. Low armor statistics are generally designed and what kind of t-shirt are you talking about? I'm sure you can't find that in stores --' you guys use the cheat menu and then compare
things that are in vogue with things that aren't serious - 'Changing statistics is easy and you can do it yourself or ask Subitai XD I don't mind if it makes an extra patch for fashion, stats like that because it's part of fashion design like this equipment or horses not having any requirements or horses not having any requirements or not having modifiers, although
you can get items with modifiers from mining, although these are things from the custom commander and I just didn't bother to remove it from the laziness of the XD Guys set the patch if you haven't yet because the new scenes will be much better with it (and also to solve the strangeness of horse dust only appearing in certain areas of the field). For anyone
Mod is no longer needed, as I rebooted it from a fixed terrain. I will look to the future in general all flora in all scenes using CWE flora, but this requires some reflection and testing because it can have a big impact on performance. @Wyzilla one shot even the enemy in a full plate with a sofa spear is quite realistic. This mod is abt. AFAIU realism. Rgds,
Oldtimer I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai @Wyzilla One shot even the enemy in a full plate with a sofa spear is quite realistic. This mod is abt. AFAIU realism. Rgds, Oldtimer Not quite, there are primary sources of even lightly armored male surviving couch spears to chest, and many mailed men surviving without injuries. Couching a spear is
only as strong as a rider's shoulder, and that amount of force is not always enough to kill a person, especially if the spear is bent to the side before hitting or the foot soldier wears a lot of padding or something. Personally, I prefer it when the formulated lance is not a super powerful 1shot kill, it's too easy for a player to abuse, and AI doesn't even know that
there is half the time. Page 15 @Wyzilla One shot even the enemy in a full plate with a sofa spear is quite realistic. This mod is abt. AFAIU realism. Rgds, Oldtimer Not quite, there are primary sources of even lightly armored male surviving couch spears to chest, and many mailed men surviving without injuries. Couching a spear is only as strong as a rider's
shoulder, and that amount of force is not always enough to kill a person, especially if the spear is bent to the side before hitting or the foot soldier wears a lot of padding or something. Personally, I prefer it when the formulated lance is not a super powerful 1shot kill, it's too easy for a player to abuse, and AI doesn't even know that there is half the time. Actually
ai uses couching a lot in this mod, the reason Bedouins fear on the other hand even a spear hit with a horse charge can kill, can at least break some ribbs that may just be enough to take someone out of combat. However, I'm considering breakable spear stuff depending on the requirements to make it work, I didn't even look much into that, not sure if it
requires WSE or something. I don't have to think so, since all he needs is a script to unresponsively weapons and play violation of the shield sound as soon as certain conditions are met. I don't have to think so, since all he needs is a script to unresponsively weapons and play violation of the shield sound as soon as certain conditions are met. I thought of
CWE Spears though that you actually see it breaking. While their code is generally a pain to use XD are you going to fix the armor stats in the next update? I love this mod and it looks absolutely brilliant, even better than 1257ad, but the armor stats are completely meaningless. Armor ratings for maille hauberks and Muslim armor should have a rating of 50 or
60, not 35. The fact that you can One shot of anyone in the postal armor in this fashion with a spear is funny and completely breaks the dive. Maille armour wasn't anything like Hollywood, you could hack away at a man with a sword and do very little harm at all if you targeted bony areas such as shoulder blades or shins (the post doesn't actually stop the
shaking force, that's what soft clothes wear over or under hauberk for. than the stomach. The energy goes straight from the sword to the bone itself.). Indeed there are even accounts of his stopping spears, and it provided excellent protection against arrows as well. Obviously the warband can't well represent the struggling and dagger method of sending
heavy infantry, which is the main way to kill something like a knight when there is not enough polearm, but that doesn't mean knights and Saracen riders should be dropping in seconds from just a couple of sword punches. It would also be interesting if you could add a double mailbox at some point in the future. Some extremely heavy hauberk, which makes
you quite bulky, but provides excellent protection. But all the armor needs a dramatic positive effect in statistics. What is full of hauberk, what we know, got up on countless sword blows, arrows, axes and spears can be destroyed in about four hits or less, and only ten points better than wearing a T-shirt funny and extremely unreal. Low armor statistics are
generally designed and what kind of t-shirt are you talking about? I'm sure you can't find that in stores --' you guys use the cheat menu and then compare things that are in vogue with things that aren't serious - 'Changing statistics is easy and you can do it yourself or ask Subitai XD I don't mind if it makes an extra patch for fashion, stats like that because it's
part of fashion design like this equipment or horses not having any requirements or horses not having any requirements or not having modifiers, although you can get items with modifiers out of mining, although these are things from the custom commander, and I just didn't bother to remove it from laziness XD Why intended though? Low statistics are
extremely unrealistic, given that everyone flies like flies. And T-shirts I mean gambesons. I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude this is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I
only personally make a few changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all these together as well give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are
mixed up. It's more personal. Personal. people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I
complain or ask thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding
skill. So I end up spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. Haha are you going to fix the armor stats in the next update? I love this mod and it looks absolutely brilliant, even better than 1257ad, but the armor stats are completely
meaningless. Armor ratings for maille hauberks and equivalent Muslim armor should have a rating of 50 or 60, not 35. The fact that you can actually one shot of anyone in postal armor in this fashion with a spear is funny and completely breaks the dive. Maille armour wasn't anything like Hollywood, you could hack away at a man with a sword and do very little
harm at all if you targeted bony areas such as shoulder blades or shins (the post doesn't actually stop the shaking force, that's what soft clothes wear over or under hauberk for. than the stomach. The energy goes straight from the sword to the bone itself.). Indeed there are even accounts of his stopping spears, and it provided excellent protection against
arrows as well. Obviously the warband can't well represent the struggling and dagger method of sending heavy infantry, which is the main way to kill something like a knight when there is not enough polearm, but that doesn't mean knights and Saracen riders should be dropping in seconds from just a couple of sword punches. It would also be interesting if
you could add a double mailbox at some point in the future. Some extremely heavy hauberk, which makes you quite bulky, but provides excellent protection. But all the armor needs a dramatic positive effect in statistics. What is full of hauberk, what we know, got up on countless sword blows, arrows, axes and spears can be destroyed in about four hits or
less, and only ten points better than wearing a T-shirt funny and extremely unreal. Low armor statistics are generally designed and what kind of t-shirt are you talking about? I'm sure you can't find that in stores -- 'You guys use the cheat menu and then compare things that are in vogue with things, not seriously - 'Changing statistics is easy and you can do it
yourself or ask Subitai XD I don't mind if he he has it an extra patch for fashion, stats like that because it's part of a fashion design like equipment or horses not having any requirements or items in stores not having modifiers, although you can get items with modifiers from mining, although it's stuff from a custom commander, and I just didn't bother to remove
it from the laziness of XD why intended though? Low statistics are extremely unrealistic, given that everyone flies like flies. And T-shirts I mean gambesons. These kinds of solutions are not based on realism, but on gameplay and balance. I know a lot of things that I've done in this fashion are not ordinary, but I like to try different things XD anyway you guys
sometimes just want to change something and think you're right, but sometimes it's not so obvious. For example factions of troop balance were a pain to get it right from the beginning (although finally I think I got it, at least no one complained with the 1.0 version), and there was a time when I decided to listen to someone here in this forum and some other
players from another forum, although I felt it was a mistake and I was right. Basically they kept saying the Crusaders were suppressed and that their units were better and what's more, so I implemented the solutions they asked for, resulting in Muslims getting completely overpowered. Funny how I've never seen them again XD It just made me more confident
in my judgment regarding gameplay and balance in this game. I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude this is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only personally make a few
changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are mixed up. It's more
personal. In addition, people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I complain or ask
thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page settings... I usually check all the lords in mod and see if they have that indigenous problem of all the Lords having 0 for shield So I end up
spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask mod mod do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing to tell the truth ^^ I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't
thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only personally make a few changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that
I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are mixed up. It's more personal. In addition, people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they
have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I complain or ask thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page
settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding skill. So I end up spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing to tell the truth
^^ Don't worry dude, it's a small matter and easy to fix. More important is that you have fashion skills!!! I could only wish! About the shield thing ... I don't know why almost every mod like this. For example, if someone is interested to see for themselves, look in: Sands of Faith with the editor of the Morgue, and then open the troops editor. You will find the whole
principle of the Lords when you scroll down between both of these ranges: (No. 261) trp_kingdom_1_lord King_Baldwin_IV . . . (No 33 trp_kingdom_6_pretender Amirah_Mavia - As you'll notice, all the kings, lords and challengers have 0 for shield craftsmanship. but the good news is that it only takes about 15 minutes to change all of them. It took me almost
2 hours!!!! I always change them all for 5. It makes the Lords tougher in combat. You are usually out of balance Another. I think I saw a mod once (somewhere) that took away the power strike completely. I'm not saying I'm for it. Or it could be 2 or 3 maximum. It's a setting that's easy to install actually (I think because max 10) also make sure all the Lords
have at least 5 shield skill... they'll be tougher. I have a savegame that makes the crush game. This happened after a new patch. Has anyone else had the same problem? Any ideas? I wrongly didn't have a backup except for this campaign.... That's a good job. But there are a few mistakes that I noticed. 1. Ghulam and other Seljuk cavaliers in fashion are
historically accurate, but I can't say the same for Seljuk babies It's how Seljuk Infantry looked 2. Turkish tribal horse archers (also known as Turkomans) are absent in fashion? It was mainly the bulk of Seljuk's armies. Here are some illustrations 3. This cover/helmet is inaccurately labeled as an Arabic helmet in fashion, although it is a well known Seljuk fur
hat. I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude this is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only personally make a few changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a
certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are mixed up. It's more personal. In addition, people can already download OSP
packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I complain or ask thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most
of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding skill. So I end up spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing
all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing to tell the truth ^^ Don't worry dude, it's a small matter and easy to fix. More important is that you have fashion skills!!! I could only wish! About the shield thing ... I don't know why almost every mod like this. For example,
if someone is interested to see for themselves, look in: Sands of Faith with the editor of the Morgue, and then open the troops editor. You'll find everything Lords, when you scroll down between both of these ranges: (No. 261) trp_kingdom_1_lord King_Baldwin_IV . . . (# 33 33 Amirah_Mavia - As you will notice, all the kings, lords and challengers have 0 for
shielding skill. But the good news is that it only takes about 15 minutes to change all of them. It's about 4 mouse edit/clicks per entry. In fashion like the E1200, it took me almost 2 hours!!!! I always change them all into five. This makes the Lords tougher in battle. Personally, I'm fine with thewanderingknight balance options. For Wyzilla's balance problems, i.e.
his concern about the sword being able to cut through the mail: (Ala, being able to 1 shot kill in the mail) I do not know what to tell you about the change too much, because if you tinker with one thing ... You tend to balance something different. I think I saw a mod once (somewhere) that took away the power strike completely. I'm not saying I'm for it. Or it can
be kept to a minimum to a maximum of 2 or 3. It's a setting that's easy to install actually (I think because max 10) also make sure all the Lords have at least 5 shield skill... they'll be tougher. I thought the shield was included in Knight's skill, which I had it at its maximum for all the lords I have a savegame that makes a crush game. This happened after a new
patch. Has anyone else had the same problem? Any ideas? I wrongly didn't have a backup except for this campaign.... I know that if you have a few outposts that disassemble it can damage the save is not sure what that was the cause, or are you talking about using the save from the 1.0 version to 1.1? If this is something I've said many times, that new
versions are never savegame compatible. I have a savegame that makes the crush game. This happened after a new patch. Has anyone else had the same problem? Any ideas? I wrongly didn't have a backup except for this campaign.... I know that if you have a few outposts that disassemble it can damage the save is not sure what that was the cause, or
are you talking about using the save from the 1.0 version to 1.1? If this is something I've said many times, that new versions are never savegame compatible. Thanks for the response. I had a game save from 1.1. I added a patch and I kept playing. At one point I had a few red messages about wen script errors I was on the market. It may be the arms market,
but I'm not 100%. Then the tricks I had in the campaign map I tried to save and the game broke forever. That's a good job. But there are a few mistakes that I noticed. 1. Ghulam and other Seljuk cavaliers in fashion are historically accurate, but I can't say the same for Seljuk babies It's how Seljuk Infantry looked 2. Turkish tribal horse archers (also known as
Turkomans) are absent in fashion? It was mainly the bulk of Seljuk's armies. Here are some illustrations 3. This cover/helmet is inaccurately labeled as an Arabic helmet in fashion, although it is a well known Seljuk fur hat. There are several equipment Ayyubids and Seljuks are in vogue. Also, Matmohair1, which seems to know all about the equipment even
said that I have to use all the same equipment, because at that time No difference. And I've always said that I'm not trying to be 100% accurate with some options just for gameplay reasons. I called Arabic in general and Turk on equipment exclusively for Seljuks. If I want to really be that correct I would actually name the equipment with their historical names,
I did it because I'm the only one doing everything and don't want to spend a lot of time making every item there are real historical names, it's a lot faster to just copy/paste a more generic name if it fits, of course. However, I can correct the name of this particular helmet, of course. I have a savegame that makes the crush game. This happened after a new
patch. Has anyone else had the same problem? Any ideas? I wrongly didn't have a backup except for this campaign.... I know that if you have a few outposts that disassemble it can damage the save is not sure what that was the cause, or are you talking about using the save from the 1.0 version to 1.1? If this is something I've said many times, that new
versions are never savegame compatible. Thanks for the response. I had a game save from 1.1. I added a patch and I kept playing. At one point I had a few red messages about wen script errors I was on the market. It may be the arms market, but I'm not 100%. Then the tricks I had in the campaign map I tried to save and the game broke forever. Isn't that a
patch you're talking about that it's just materials.brf? How would you do something if it just changes the textures used by materials for the terrain? I have a savegame that makes the crush game. This happened after a new patch. Has anyone else had the same problem? Any ideas? I wrongly didn't have a backup except for this campaign.... I know that if you
have a few outposts that disassemble it can damage the save is not sure what that was the cause, or are you talking about using the save from the 1.0 version to 1.1? If this is something I've said many times, that new versions are never savegame compatible. Thanks for the response. I had a game save from 1.1. I added a patch and I kept playing. At one
point I had a few red messages about wen script errors I was on the market. It may be the arms market, but I'm not 100%. Then the tricks I had in the campaign map I tried to save and the game broke forever. Isn't that a patch you're talking about that it's just materials.brf? How would you do something if it just changes the textures used by materials for the
terrain? Yes, I mean materials.brf patch. Maybe it has nothing to do with it, but there is a save game that has gone about 39 in game days. It's weird because I've never changed anything else. Edit: I'll try to reinstall everything. I have a savegame that makes the crush game. This happened after a new patch. Anyone else had the same Any ideas? I wrongly
didn't have a backup except for this campaign.... I know that when you have a few outposts that disassembly it can hurt the save is not sure if it was or are you talking about using Save from Version 1.0 to 1.1? If this is something I've said many times, that new versions are never savegame compatible. Thanks for the response. I had a game save from 1.1. I
added a patch and I kept playing. At one point I had a few red messages about wen script errors I was on the market. It may be the arms market, but I'm not 100%. Then the tricks I had in the campaign map I tried to save and the game broke forever. Isn't that a patch you're talking about that it's just materials.brf? How would you do something if it just changes
the textures used by materials for the terrain? Yes, I mean materials.brf patch. Maybe it has nothing to do with it, but there is a save game that has gone about 39 in game days. It's weird because I've never changed anything else. Edit: I'll try to reinstall everything. Just download the reboot. Guys, I realized that there is a scenario from a custom commander
conflicting with a fix from Pbod to use the right weapon so disable the right weapons stuff in the Pbod options, so that only the CC one is active. Could you be more specific: What is Pbod and how I can disable it. Sorry, but I'm really ignorant ... Could you be more specific: What is Pbod and how I can disable it. Sorry, but I'm really ignorant ... Google is your
friend. Page 16 Could you be more specific: What is Pbod and how I can disable it. Sorry, but I'm really ignorant ... Preliminary combat orders and deployment. In the camp menu you have Pbod mod options, just deactivate those for a weapon fix. I've already combined scripts, but just deactivating Pbod one should at least resolve the conflict. Added
knows_shield_5 all the Lords so they will be very good with the shield now XD Thank you very much. Is this already active in this version of the Lords? I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude this is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just
giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only personally make a few changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together
and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are mixed up. It's more personal. In addition, people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they have to step up, download programs like: Morghs editor and
open brf and Work.... I look at it this way: How could I complain or ask thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? you what I do for most of the majority mods that I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they
have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding skill. So I end up spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing to tell the truth ^^ Don't worry dude, it's a small matter and easy to fix. More
important is that you have fashion skills!!! I could only wish! About the shield thing ... I don't know why almost every mod like this. For example, if someone is interested to see for themselves, look in: Sands of Faith with the editor of the Morgue, and then open the troops editor. You will find the whole principle of the Lords when you scroll down between both of
these ranges: (No. 261) trp_kingdom_1_lord King_Baldwin_IV . . . (No 33 trp_kingdom_6_pretender Amirah_Mavia - As you'll notice, all the kings, lords and challengers have 0 for shield craftsmanship. but the good news is that it only takes about 15 minutes to change all of them. It took me almost 2 hours!!!! I always change them all for 5. It makes the Lords
tougher in combat. You tend to balance something different. I think I saw a mod once (somewhere) that took away the power strike completely. I'm not saying I'm for it. Or it can be kept to a minimum to a maximum of 2 or 3. It's a setting that's easy to install actually (I think because max 10) also make sure all the Lords have at least 5 shield skill... they'll be
tougher. I thought the shield was included in Knight's skill, which I had it at its maximum for all the Lords Added knows_shield_5 for all the Lords so they would be very good with the shield now XD Cool Thank You wanderingknight, so just to be clear, now I still have V1.0 and in my version .... (If the Morts troops editor lies to me) all lords have 0 for shielding
skill. But what you just said above... to be fixed in the latest version? P.S. I'm curious that the text comment you just wrote above (knows_shield_5): Is that something you could teach me that is pretty easy to do? Where does this comment go? Is this something I could text setting up easily in one of the files? Or is this module talking? The reason I ask is if I
knew how to do it myself... it will save me a lot of time when I try other modules. Thank you very much. Is this already active in this version of the Lords? No, I just did it today, will be included in the next version. Although I spend very little modding time, so I don't know if it will be anytime soon or not depending on what I choose to add if it's just just it's
relatively quick to do, but I wanted to improve the scene stuff too. I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude this is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only personally make a few
changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are mixed up. It's more
personal. In addition, people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I complain or ask
thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding skill. So I end up
spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing to tell the truth ^^ Don't worry dude, it's a small matter and easy to fix. More important is that you have fashion skills!!! I could only wish! About the shield
thing ... I don't know why almost every mod like this. For example, if someone is interested to see for themselves, look in: Sands of Faith with the editor of the Morgue, and then open the troops editor. You will find the whole principle of the Lords when you scroll down between both of these ranges: (No. 261) trp_kingdom_1_lord King_Baldwin_IV . . . (No 33
trp_kingdom_6_pretender Amirah_Mavia - As you'll notice, all the kings, lords and challengers have 0 for shield craftsmanship. but the good news is that it only takes about 15 minutes to change all of them. It took me almost 2 hours!!!! I always change them all for 5. It makes the Lords tougher in combat. You are usually out of balance Another. I think I saw a
mod once (somewhere) that took away the power strike completely. I'm not saying I'm for it. Or it could be 2 or 3 maximum. It's a setting that's easy to install actually (I think because max 10) also make sure all the Lords have at least 5 shield skill... they'll be tougher. I thought the shield was included in Knight's skill, which I had it at its maximum for all the
Lords Added knows_shield_5 for all the Lords so they would be very good with the shield now XD Cool Thank You wanderingknight, so just to be clear, now I still have V1.0 and in my version .... (If the Morts troops editor lies to me) all lords have 0 for shielding skill. But what you just said above... to be fixed in the latest version? P.S. I'm curious that the text
comment you just wrote above (knows_shield_5): Is that something you could teach me that is pretty easy to do? Where does this comment go? Is this something I could text setting up easily in one of the files? Or is this module talking? The reason I ask is if I knew how to do it myself... it will save me a lot of time when I try other modules. This increases the
shield stuff 8% per level if I'm not mistaken. It's just a normal flag, it's easy with a modular system, but I don't know anything about the tool morghs. And it's only included for the next version, the current version of 1.1 I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't
thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only personally make a few changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that
I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are mixed up. It's more personal. In addition, people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they
have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I complain or ask thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page

settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding skill. So I end up spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing, Tell the truth
^^ Don't worry dude, it's a small matter and easy to fix. More important is that you have fashion skills!!! I could only wish! About the shield thing ... I Am I don't know why almost every mod like this. For example, if someone is interested to see for themselves, look in: Sands of Faith with the editor of the Morgue, and then open the troops editor. You will find the
whole principle of the Lords when you scroll down between both of these ranges: (No. 261) trp_kingdom_1_lord King_Baldwin_IV . . . (No 33 trp_kingdom_6_pretender Amirah_Mavia - As you'll notice, all the kings, lords and challengers have 0 for shield craftsmanship. but the good news is that it only takes about 15 minutes to change all of them. It took me
almost 2 hours!!!! I always change them all for 5. It makes the Lords tougher in combat. You tend to balance something different. I think I saw a mod once (somewhere) that took away the power strike completely. I'm not saying I'm for it. Or it can be kept to a minimum to a maximum of 2 or 3. It's a setting that's easy to install actually (I think because max 10)
also make sure all the Lords have at least 5 shield skill... they'll be tougher. I thought the shield was included in Knight's skill, which I had it at its maximum for all the Lords Added knows_shield_5 for all the Lords so they would be very good with the shield now XD Cool Thank You wanderingknight, so just to be clear, now I still have V1.0 and in my version ....
(If the Morts troops editor lies to me) all lords have 0 for shielding skill. But what you just said above... to be fixed in the latest version? P.S. I'm curious that the text comment you just wrote above (knows_shield_5): Is that something you could teach me that is pretty easy to do? Where does this comment go? Is this something I could text setting up easily in
one of the files? Or is this module talking? The reason I ask is if I knew how to do it myself... it will save me a lot of time when I try other modules. This increases the shield stuff 8% per level if I'm not mistaken. It's just a normal flag, it's easy with a modular system, but I don't know anything about the tool morghs. And it's only included for the next version, the
current version of 1.1 I understand that part that (8% per level) according to the description from looking at Shield's sheet of characters. My concern is what to actually give all Lords 5 for shielding skill? For reference here is a screenshot of what Morghs Troop.txt editor looks like: If you need to zoom in on it here is a direct link:
20blade/SoFaith_troopTXTview.jpg Note that this gentleman is like all other 0 for shield craftsmanship. They start with the Kings in #261 --- and finally, the contenders are running out of #338. If for some reason this comment you make do actually give them all 5 shield. We could just do it the old-fashioned way. I just send you a txt file with just these records
and you could copy the paste of them on the OG line in troops.txt It's just a thought. I can't stop playing this mod, so I'll P.M. Subitai lol Jason L. I agree with you dude this is a great mod... I play myself as much as I can. But I wasn't thinking of doing a submod or anything like that. I was just giving thewanderingknight some reviews and also say that I only
personally make a few changes. Mainly because I love role-playing games of a certain type of character... so I need a few points. Beyond that ... all I've been doing is NITPICKING items here and there from about 6 different mods that I've tried over the years. I couldn't pull all of these together and also give a proper CREDIT to each of them... my files are
mixed up. It's more personal. In addition, people can already download OSP packets (adding textural .dds and resource.brf files) if they want to. Finally, if people really want to make changes there their own personal games... then they have to step up, download programs like: Morghs Editor and Open Brf and Do the Job.... I look at it this way: How could I
complain or ask thewanderingknight to do more; when he's already done most of the work of assembling this cool mod?? You, what do I do for most of the mods I've tried? Aside from using the tinge of my settings from the e1200 page settings... I usually check all the Lords in mod and see if they have that root problem of all the Lords having 0 for shielding
skill. So I end up spending at least an hour or more (real click festival) changing all the Lords to 5 Shield craftsmanship. It's a pain, but I couldn't ask a fashion maker to do it for me. haha I didn't know about the shield thing to tell the truth ^^ Don't worry dude, it's a small matter and easy to fix. More important is that you have fashion skills!!! I could only wish!
About the shield thing ... I don't know why almost every mod like this. For example, if someone is interested to see for themselves, look in: Sands of Faith with the editor of the Morgue, and then open the troops editor. You will find the whole principle of the Lords when you scroll down between both of these ranges: (No. 261) trp_kingdom_1_lord
King_Baldwin_IV . . . (No 33 trp_kingdom_6_pretender Amirah_Mavia - As you'll notice, all the kings, lords and challengers have 0 for shield skill. In fashion as E1200, it took me almost 2 hours!!!! I always change them all at 5. It makes the Lords tougher in combat. I don't know what to tell you about the change too much, because if you mess around with one
thing... You're usually out of balance something something I think I saw a mod once (somewhere) that took away the power strike completely. I'm not saying I'm for it. Or it can be kept to a minimum to a maximum of 2 or 3. It's a setting that's easy to install actually (I think because max 10) also make sure all the Lords have at least 5 shield skill... they'll be
tougher. I thought the shield was included in Knight's skill, which I had it at its maximum for all the Lords Added knows_shield_5 for all the Lords so they would be very good with the shield now XD Cool Thank You wanderingknight, so just to be clear, now I still have V1.0 and in my version .... (If the Morts troops editor lies to me) all lords have 0 for shielding
skill. But what you just said above... to be fixed in the latest version? P.S. I'm curious that the text comment you just wrote above (knows_shield_5): Is that something you could teach me that is pretty easy to do? Where does this comment go? Is this something I could text setting up easily in one of the files? Or is this module talking? The reason I ask is if I
knew how to do it myself... it will save me a lot of time when I try other modules. This increases the shield stuff 8% per level if I'm not mistaken. It's just a normal flag, it's easy with a modular system, but I don't know anything about the tool morghs. And it's only included for the next version, the current version of 1.1 I understand that part that (8% per level)
according to the description from looking at Shield's sheet of characters. My concern is what to actually give all Lords 5 for shielding skill? For reference here is a screenshot of what Morghs Troop.txt editor looks like: If you need to zoom in on it here is a direct link: 20blade/SoFaith_troopTXTview.jpg Note that this gentleman is like all other 0 for shield
craftsmanship. They start with the kings in #261 --- through all the lords - and finally the contenders end in #338. If for some reason this comment you make doesn't really give them all 5 shields. We could just do it the old-fashioned way. I just send you a txt file with just these records and you could copy the paste of them on the OG line in troops.txt It's just a
thought. It gives exactly what the level of skill shield, I actually changed it to 7, since it's that the higher level of knights have ^^ Guys, I think that makes the old plains desert scene permanent on the sandy areas on the map that you guys think? Also, do you guys like the river battle appear in randomization or will I keep it for river crossings only? If someone is
practicing work with a campaign map, please evening me, I just need the terrain on the shore line edited to be snow, for example, to the beach scene when dealing with the sea, which I think it should be something easy and quick to do for someone with experience with the editor of the map Thank you. The coastline of the area is rigidly coded to look like a
desert. If you want a specific scene by the sea it will be a lot easier to have a script script finds the nearest sea position (there is an operation that does this, has the word water in it, but that's all I remember). From there you will be able to edit the script choose_random_scene to select a specific scene when it is close enough to the sea. Excuse me, how to
recruit riders? Excuse me, how to recruit riders? Well there is a description that you could read... Anyway it's in the cities, but you have to be the lord of the faction and can only recruit from your faction. The coastline of the area is rigidly coded to look like a desert. If you want a specific scene by the sea it will be much easier to have a scenario that finds the
nearest naval position (there is an operation that does this, has the word water in it, but that's all I remember). From there you will be able to edit the script choose_random_scene to select a specific scene when it is close enough to the sea. I'm not sure what you mean, if you mean it's hard to be recognized always as a desert, not xabeo exactly what I say in
Spain 1200? He used the snowy terrain to add beach scenes. If you mean how it looks on the map, it looks like all the textures you chose in materials.brf It is recognized as the next tile but always looks like a desert. But what I'm saying is that it would be easier and more reliable if you wrote a beach card script to show when the player is closer to the water.
Use script_setup_random_scene and operations map_get_water_position_around_position, the rest should be self-evident It is recognized as the next tile but always looks like a desert. But what I'm saying is that it would be easier and more reliable if you wrote a beach card script to show when the player is closer to the water. use
script_setup_random_scene and operation map_get_water_position_around_position, the rest must be self-evident Isn't it to give the beach scene when close to the river? You can designate different terrains for rivers and then undo the block code if it is a river. Added the ability to trade with caravans, but you need to have a good relationship with the faction
that owns the caravan so they take the trade. So I read somewhere (Russian site) that I was arrogant for posting that mod was nominated for mod of the year on the site, and even accused of having some kind of connection with this site, and it would be impossible for this mod to be nominated for anything else and what.. Well, I have absolutely nothing to do
with this site, I contacted someone from the site and the truth was that all this work is recognized and thought to share this with fashion supporters in his own topic, I never thought it would be considered as arrogant or something. They have to be journalists connect to video games and software, they certainly have their criteria, there are fashions from
different games nominated as Falskaar for Skyrim etc. so there is no doubt for me mod of the year Hispania 1200, which is inspired designed Fashion a lot as well as without their help this mod mod be twice as good. Sorry if I offended anyone by having an icon in the description already removed, I certainly do not own the site lol, but so that there is no doubt:
Hi thewanderingknight, I have not found any other way to contact you. This is Clara Aguirre, the nominal coordinator at the Bates that Rock Awards. I just wanted to give you the head that Sands of Faith was shown at The Bays that Rock Awards 2015 in the best MOD category, as you can see on the event site (I can't send you a link here). You are just one
step away from being the winner of this category. Congratulations and maintain an amazing job! You can find an icon that you can use to show your customers and users that you are nominated and encourage them to vote for you. Many of the nominees have already added an icon for their feet, sidebar or with posts on their blog. Users' votes make up 30%
of the total, while the remaining 70% are voted by the jury. The final results will be published on December 10. Page 17 So I read somewhere (Russian site) that I was arrogant for posting that mod was nominated for mod of the year on the site, and even blamed for some kind of connection with this site and it would be impossible this mod would be
nominated for anything and more. Well, I have absolutely nothing to do with this site, I contacted someone from the site and the truth was that all this work is recognized and thought to share this with fashion supporters in his own topic, I never thought it would be considered as arrogant or something. They have to be journalists to connect to video games and
software, they certainly have their criteria, there are fashions from different games nominated as Falskaar for Skyrim etc. So there is no doubt for me the mod of the year Hispania 1200, which inspired designed this mod a lot, and without their help this mod will not be twice as good. Sorry if I offended anyone by having an icon in the description already
removed, I certainly do not own the site lol, but so that there is no doubt: Hi thewanderingknight, I have not found any other way to contact you. This is Clara Aguirre, the nominal coordinator at the Bates that Rock Awards. I just wanted to give you the head that Sands of Faith was shown at The Bays that Rock Awards 2015 in the best MOD category, as you
can see on the event site (I can't send you a link here). You are just one step away from being the winner of this category. Congratulations and maintain an amazing job! You can find an icon that you can use to show your customers and users that you are nominated and encourage them to vote for you. Many of the nominees have already added an icon for
their feet, sidebar or with posts on their blog. Users' votes make up 30% of the total, while the remaining 70% are voted by the jury. The final results will be published on December 10. I really can't. people are actually actually that for you, because all I've seen, you repeatedly thank Hispania 1200 and Europe 1200 for inspiring you to join the modding scene
of a big change in cavalry is that the spears will break so there is no more abuse of cavalry charges and hopefully no more complains about bedouin XD I think it will bring more realism to the mod. The big change in cavalry is that the spears will break so there is no more abuse of cavalry charges and hopefully no more complains about the Bedouin XD I think
it will bring more realism to the mod. Please make it optional. I tried it in 1257A.D. and it was a curious game violation for a human player at least. It doesn't alow you use a spear properly. Afterall spears should breake after some hits of some intensity, not immediately. Started an overhaul of the random scenes of the meeting, and added a true coast on the
map, and with it coastal scenes. Thanks to the produno for the campaign map of the necessary edits ^^ The big change in cavalry is that the spears will break so there is no more abuse of cavalry charges and hopefully no more complains about the Bedouin XD I think it will bring more realism to the mod. Please make it optional. I tried it in 1257A.D. and it
was a curious game violation for a human player at least. It doesn't alow you use a spear properly. Afterall spears should breake after some hits of some intensity, not immediately. I'll be looking at making it optional, but say the truth is more due to performance reasons because when there's a big cavalry clash it can, can give problems to less powerful
computers. As for realism is actually a spear where made a break for the impact so they don't really have to survive in round 2 ^^ And I can't see how this game is breaking at least on this mod because it breaks down for all the cavalry including the light spears that it does, it's the end with the cavalry charge abuse and the player needs to be more tactical and
try to get the full profit from the first cavalry charge which is how it was in real life. Added the option of disabling broken spears in diplomacy options. I recommend everyone going to download this mod or start a new game to wait for a new version to be released between today and tomorrow, which I guarantee will be much better with lots of fixes and merged
conflicting codes, much better scenes for casual encounters (which I admit current sucks), coastal scenes when fighting near the coast, recycled music and crusader voices, new mechanics like broken spears (optional) making for a more realistic battle and the need to be more tactical, new features such as trading with caravans, proper shield skill for the
Lords, which should make them much harder to beat, warcry on N Key, which was controversial with calling the horse the key to the Pbod and more. I will also be looking at removing the death camera from diplomacy to take place one of the Pbod, which uses mouse and arrow keys (customizable). I'll also add bastard swords to stores on demand popular
demand XD Removed heavy weather clouds that just makes the boundaries of the terrain and and Look bad and does not justify in this fashion, I will also look at improving a few more scenes like the river, the lair, and a simple desert scene to not look so bland. I'll keep the current sequel battle from diplomacy rather than changing the Pbod one because it
takes more effort than I thought to replace it, and no one asked to change in any way XD I have to say I'm very happy with your mod and I like the good mix between the music scenes. The difficulty is quite high early if you start as a lowborn and haven't found a gentleman to follow in time because you get chased by a lot of cavalry, but its still refreshing cause
you need to change your battle plans early a bit. I'm pretty curious how this will change the fighting if the spears now start to break. But I have one thing that annoyed me a little bit. If I tried to use automatic equipment on mates ... they allways got rid of their horses and refused to grab one until I manuly gave it to them, and yet then if I told them to grab items
from the pool... all the horses got thrown the bag in the lootpool. And one question is, is there a diffrent between the different parts of the battle?, or will it stay the same way that you just watch the fight go on? Excellent work on fashion so far. I'm still thinking to recommend. I highly recommend you intergate this little mod in the sand of faith mod:
322504.0/topicseen.html This mod improves AI, lets kicking, shield bashing, and so on from AI, including various melee systems/range systems for troops (they fight smarter depending on their level, fame, honor, etc.), so that, for example, the Lord will fight better than the knight, and the king will fight better than lord wise! However you will most likely ask the
owner about the permit first! But yes its amazing mod and will bring realism and generally smarter AI (FYI should be compatible with everything I've intergated it a few mods, I can intergate it to your mod however its probably best to intergate it yourself after asking the owner for permission so everyone can enjoy the new AI). Also, please check this out and
feel free to customize the blood fashion: 143179.0.html there are some really good blood textures included in the thread that are darker and, in my opinion, fit more into the medieval theme of age fashion. Also, there are several blood options to choose from, so you get a lot of options and they're easy to make, yo don't even have to recompile if you edit .txt
althrough you can choose to compile with instructions as well. Once again, I posted this in taleworlds too, only for the higher odds you read it. Sands of Faith v1.3 RELEASED a complete overhaul of the flora and everything else with CWE stuff, already replaced by shaders, skyboxes, postfx and the top flora overaul, as seen already in the creation of the
character. There is no no performance problems, I think my previous problems were simply due to poor fashion optimization, but I managed to optimize it a lot in the latest versions, so everything is going well. The boundaries of the area will be the last thing. Flora will be animated ^^ Although technically easy it takes some time, so it will take some time and
will be all about the next version. This means that although I will be able to make full use of random encounter scenes from CWE. This is great. I last tried your version of .8 or .9 and loved what you did with it. You mentioned that the latest version optimized some things. I'll give him another try to see how it works. Any tips you can give to optimize are
appreciated, especially as I am working on further optimizing my own fashion, which is less resource-intensive than many but can still use some improvements. This is great. I last tried your version of .8 or .9 and loved what you did with it. You mentioned that the latest version optimized some things. I'll give him another try to see how it works. Any tips you
can give to optimize are appreciated, especially as I am working on further optimizing my own fashion, which is less resource-intensive than many but can still use some improvements. Well basically you need to get rid of any brfs in the module.ini that you don't need, now I get rid of tons of vanilla brfs that are not used by this mod, it compensates for all the
CWE high res textures uploaded ^^ I also at the same time combined a few conflicting scripts and removed a few that I didn't find that interesting, interesting, that will make the battles work more smoothly. I think currently integrating WSE to take full advantage of CWE stuff and other things around that needs WSE so optimization is mandatory now. Thus, the
fewer textures are loaded and the fewer scripts running in the background, the better. The idea is to have only what is absolutely necessary. Sounds good. I've already gotten rid of most of the untapped resources and textures in my fashion and thought about combining a few brfs into one brfs to see if this can help with using resources. For example, instead
of having 3 smaller brfs with helmets, combine them all in 1 brf. Thanks for the advice and good luck with your mod. I'm looking forward to seeing the new flora you add. Guys thank you very much for your support of voting for mod in the Moddb Mod of the Year contest and making it to the final, I have been silent about this contest since I was criticized for
announcing was voted the best warband mod on another site (and actually finished 3rd in overall mods). It was a pleasant surprise when I started it from scratch 6 months ago I would never expect this mod to be competing with the best mods around that have been developed already for a much longer time. My true gratitude, not will be the next version,
which I guarantee will be the best to date, and I will put the effort as if I was making the final version already (which is not the case). No matter what happens now, it was already a victory, thanks to a lot of village overhaul has already been completed, as well as added new boundaries for sea battles and added boundaries to the camp scene, which I forgot so
far for some reason XD I now revisited the castles and urban scenes and edited the flora from the beginning again, since I had to remove most of the flora before because of the conflicting materials, now different and the scenes will look much better, as well as fixed some glitches like the white texture lines in and fixed a lot of the materials used and the new
shaders. If your feuds don't give money from taxes you think they should, talk to one of your advisers, chancellor I believe (unless you try another one), and ask to change your kingdom policy or something like that and choose the one you want. Page 18 Flora has completed an overhaul, currently working on fast battles (yes mod will have fast fights finally
XD), replacing some grid/textures and technical things, the new version will be released soon. I may be looking at adding some more random meeting scenes, there are already about 20 new scenes to replace the current ones. Great mod, deserves more attention. Sands of Faith v1.4 RELEASED Changelog: - Replaced by all the occasional meeting scenes
with 19 new - Capital Flora Repairs - Replaced Shaders, Land Boundaries, Skyboxes, Postfx and Water - Fixed Spear Break Code (only spears break now) - Added fast battles - Optimized performance - Many common small tricks, substitutions and - Source code included Great! The latest version I play 0.7, I think. I don't know, maybe this thing is already in
vogue, but can you add a walk-around feature in the camp option? So since there are no bow requirements, there is no point in increasing the power draw for 4?? Well done! The latest version I play 0.7, I think. I don't know, maybe this thing is already in vogue, but can you add a walk-around feature in the camp option? This option has always been available
... So since there are no bow requirements, there is no point in increasing the power draw for 4?? The thing is, are you doing more damage? So since there are no bow requirements, there is no point in increasing the power draw for 4?? The thing is, are you doing more damage? More powerful bows have a minimum Power Draw requirement for use. Power
Draw also adds 14% to each onion kick, while four levels are outside the minimum Power Draw onion requirement; for example, if the Power Draw onion requirement is 2, the skill level 2 will add 28%, while the skill level 6 will add 84%, while any level outside 6 will be add 84%. Finally, a higher power draw makes powerful bows easier to use, increasing the
accuracy and time you can keep your target steady while the bow is drawn, although it is overcome having a low level of knowledge with bows. The maximum is 140% more damage. From Warband wikia So, since there are no bow requirements, there is no point in increasing the power draw for 4?? The thing is, are you doing more damage? More powerful
bows have a minimum Power Draw requirement for use. Power Draw also adds 14% to each onion kick, while four levels are outside the minimum Power Draw onion requirement; for example, if the Power Draw onion requirement is 2, then skill level 2 will add 28%, while skill level 6 will add 84%, while any level outside 6 will still add 84%. Finally, a higher
Power Draw makes powerful bows easier to use, improving accuracy and time that you can keep your target steady while the bow is drawn, although it can't overcome having a low level of knowledge with bows. The maximum is 140% more damage. From Warband wikia Then I think no. There are certain flowers and grass that don't look very good, but this is
a strange problem because it only happens with the editing mode off, since I was developing this version with the editing mode on I never realized this until this version was ready. If you turn on the editing mode on it fixes it, but of course to play with the editing mode included is not recommended for several reasons, especially performance. Anyway the
flowers that look worse are rare, I think it's more in the villages in the desert near the water, I'll look to fix/remove it for the next version. Also, fast battles still need some work, since I don't set up certain settings, but at least they're functional. I'll look into finishing them for the next version and adding more cards. Well done! The latest version I play 0.7, I think. I
don't know, maybe this thing is already in vogue, but can you add a walk-around feature in the camp option? This option has always been available ... Strangely, I can't find it. I only have this option in the outpost when I build it. Well done! The latest version I play 0.7, I think. I don't know, maybe this thing is already in vogue, but can you add a walk-around
feature in the camp option? This option has always been available ... Strangely, I can't find it. I only have this option in the outpost when I build it. Maybe it's only when you're entrenched, I don't remember. If you decide to pin it down you will definitely get an option. Well done! The latest version I play 0.7, I think. I don't know, maybe this thing is already in
vogue, but can you add a walk-around feature in the camp option? This option has always been available ... Strangely, I can't find it. I only have this option in the outpost when I build it. Ok, I have a look and you can do it anytime, but it's check your camp doesn't walk... Released patch for the new version: - Fixes weapons code violation, only polearms break
now (this time for real I hope) and adds again the weapon to fix the code for lancers so they change weapons as before (but without conflicting codes now), it was necessary for those who want to disable the weapon violation function. Also adds a new auxiliary function (optional and disabled by default, include it in the mod options diplomacy). You will need
to start a new game. EDIT: Reboot patch (polearms still break on foot, now will really only be on horseback). If someone is good at drawing and would like to make a few draws for the menu (meetings, cities, castles, etc.) evening me, thank you. Hmm, when I choose the option of strengthening and then check out your camp, then when I get back to the camp
menu, I can't resume the game - the resume travel button doesn't work for me. I really want if there will be a walking option (as in fashion 1257 AD) where I can see all my armies. Hmm, when I choose the option of strengthening and then check out your camp, then when I get back to the camp menu, I can't resume the game - the resume travel button doesn't
work for me. I really want if there will be a walking option (as in fashion 1257 AD) where I can see all my armies. You can check your camp even if you're not actually camping, just go to the camp menu anytime, check your camp just like walking, I can change the text to walk - Guys, if you let the supporting player, at the time of the body change it will throw a
few warning red lines, but it should be harmless, so don't worry, however Don't use the shift commanding feature by having an auxiliary player enabled, since conflict codes and things are bugged. If you are too injured to fight to turn it off during recovery, so you can play as one of your mates. hello, great mod, but I have a problem litle, after each battle when
updating my mates, they always lose horses on the update page, having an update of the horses part selected or not, no diference armor and wepons in order can be on my part? its my time firt in this fashion, I just instaled 1.4'1.4 patch hello, great mod, but I have a problem litle, after every battle, when updating my mates, they always lose horses in the
update page, having an update of the horses part chosen or not, no difer armorence and wepons in order can be on my part? its my time firt in this fashion, I just instaled the 1.4'1.4 patch Can't you equip horses by hand? Yes, I think the automatic thing is a bit of a buggy from the reports, it's best to equip them manually. Page 19 Added CWE backing
presentation and reinforcement sounds now work perfectly. thx, bad not to use an automatic update of another doubt Hospitaler sergeant have the power of drowsiness 2, but the veteran crossbow 0 its assumed that so? thx, bad not to use an automatic update of another doubt Hospitaler sergeant have the power of drowsiness 2, but the veteran crossbow 0
its assumed that so? It doesn't matter because they don't have a bow, the power draw is associated with bows not crossbows, but I think I can remove it from them. Hello! Before excellent work with mod scenarios, factions and general look. I just have a little question. I started out as king of Jerusalem, but can't find a way to give my vassals a feud. I have
seized the castle, and I would like to give it to one of my own But I don't know how. I remember when I captured the castle one of my comrades asked me what he would like to do with it and chose the option, (something along the line) I will decide after taking the advice of my vassals. But now I don't know how to give it to anyone. I can't find an option
anywhere. I tried to talk to my vassals, minister, chancellor, constable, treasurer and even my comrades. What do I miss here? It's actually pretty good. I would like to see parties of pilgrims traveling from the edge of the map to Jerusalem. on the interaction you could of course kill them. Or accompany them either for free or for a fee. Depending on religion
(Muslim or Christian) you earn brown points with Christian/Muslim states depending on how you feel said pilgrims. Pilgrims loot will include usually crap, really only good to be sold as slaves if you choose this route, and very rarely get one of those encrypted documents that actually costs a decent amount, and a companion or himself to decipher it for a few
days and fake it in your name and collect the amount. If you have persuasion skills and pass the low threshold relationship faction with any Christian/Muslim state (20, for example), you can recruit pilgrims of your faith. Just thinking out loud. Honestly haven't experienced any mistakes, although I find it strange you lose touch with factions/get in others
arbitrarily while saving the Lords. If I rip them out after I snuck in, and I'm successful, how does everyone know I did it? I wish there was a choice to ask the guy you kept keeping your mouth shut about it if he was talking. Hello! First of all, great work with mod scenarios, factions and general view. I just have a little question. I started out as king of Jerusalem,
but can't find a way to give my vassals a feud. I've taken over the castle and I'd like to give it to one of my vassals, but I don't know how. I remember when I captured the castle one of my comrades asked me what he would like to do with it and chose the option, (something along the line) I will decide after taking the advice of my vassals. But now I don't know
how to give it to anyone. I can't find an option anywhere. I tried to talk to my vassals, minister, chancellor, constable, treasurer and even my comrades. What do I miss here? I'm sure you just need to talk to them, it's no different from vanilla. At best you have more ways to do this, but just talk to them enough, just look at all the options and also can you do that
talking to one of your advisers, I believe it's the minister you replace the minister with a companion? You get a lot more options in dialogue with your advisers as soon as you replace the minister with a companion. It's actually pretty good. I wish there were parties. travelling from the edge of the map to Jerusalem. on the interaction you could of course kill
them. Or accompany them either for free or for a fee. Depending on religion (Muslim or Christian) you earn brown brown with Christian/Muslim states depending on how you feel about said pilgrims. Pilgrims loot will include usually crap, really only good to be sold as slaves if you choose this route, and very rarely get one of those encrypted documents that
actually costs a decent amount, and a companion or himself to decipher it for a few days and fake it in your name and collect the amount. If you have persuasion skills and pass the low threshold relationship faction with any Christian/Muslim state (20, for example), you can recruit pilgrims of your faith. Just thinking out loud. Honestly haven't experienced any
mistakes, although I find it strange you lose touch with factions/get in others arbitrarily while saving the Lords. If I rip them out after I snuck in, and I'm successful, how does everyone know I did it? I wish there was a choice to ask the guy you kept keeping your mouth shut about it if he was talking. Pilgrims, what you are talking about, happens in events, I
remember at least one. I want to add more events and events that makes you enter the scene if it's a battle or a unique place, but really didn't have time to do it, I've been working on a general graphical and technical thing, it's just me doing everything, it's hard to do whatever I want alone. The idea is first to build all the basics of fashion, and only when
everything is the way I want, then I can look at more specific things. For example, I would like to add a game mode quest line, but this is not possible at the moment, since I can't find any help on this fashion. Guys I need feedback on this version, since I'll be looking at fixing things that may need to be fixed in v1.5 Need feedback about flora especially, and if
it's not city or castles messed up since it was a big overhaul. I've already figured out what's wrong with a few flora and not in editing mode, anyway I'll remove one kind of flower that can be seen near lakes and rivers that look bad, I'm only aware of a kind of herb too that doesn't look the same with the editing mode off, but it doesn't look bad, so I'll keep it.
Anyway report flora stuff you find that doesn't look good, so I take a look at it. Also, if someone is good at drawing and would like to make backgrounds for meetings, cities, etc. menu pm me. Also, any help is welcome, thank you. Bad looking flora is corrected. If you guys find things messed up let me know because I don't know if there will be another version
after v1.5 so I want everything fixed for it. Tip: I recommend for plausibility to increase the size of camels (as we did in the CWE Mod), so that they were not as small as they are now. The Elements module horse_scale option. I can also offer you a font that was used in It's not as great as in your fashion and more accurate in my opinion.
p5YDAKTB!D1bA71wnMc5xd3WpXx8dIjrhPjdS-N_fC1VUvR_SYNw Tips: I recommend for plausibility to increase the size of camels (as we did in the CWE Mod), so that they were not as small as they are now. In the Elements horse_scale horse_scale module I can also offer you a font that was used in CWE, it's not as great as in your fashion and more
accurate in my opinion. p5YDAKTB!D1bA71wnMc5xd3WpXx8dIjrhPjdS-N_fC1VUvR_SYNw Thank you very much to the man, I take a look at the camel scale in CWE troops.py and font Fixed bug is introduced with a patch where instead of killing counts it will display F4 etc(also got a message that before the battle orders were messed up), it was easy to
ignore me with the additional code for the auxiliary player in the combat poll, I had it turned on when it should be disabled (that's why the code for the report is still working). Now it will be turned on automatically only if you have an auxiliary player included and if you die and own another body. The error will still happen if it happens, but only actually in this
situation, even if you have it included, if you don't die it will be displayed properly. Anyway the auxiliary player is disabled by default, so use it only whoever wants. All scripts must now be completely disabled if the feature is not turned on by the player. Also finally got CWE water to work properly now with the waves included in the campaign map (can't really
show up on the screenshot, but it's noticeable in the game). However, the textures need to be in more detail in order to work properly. 312013.msg8214877.html#new Tips: I recommend for plausibility to increase the size of camels (as we did in the CWE Mod), so that they were not as small as they are now. The Elements module horse_scale option. I can
also offer you a font that was used in CWE, it's not as great as in your fashion and more accurate in my opinion. p5YDAKTB!D1bA71wnMc5xd3WpXx8dIjrhPjdS-N_fC1VUvR_SYNw I rescaled all the mounts using CWE as a template, the differences look more realistic ^^ and you're right, I checked that the font goes very well with the mod and it's easy to read,
there have always been players complaining about the font I use that it was nice but hard to read replaced font, and added some scene props missing for the environment and rescaled all the fixings (for example, camels will look more). ENB by MB. ElPadrino time is customized and optimized for Sands of Faith ^^ This will be optional for those with a good
computer and who want an ENB. Sands of Faith ENB has already been released, you can download it from Moddb, will be included in v1.5 as optional. Sands of Faith v1.5 RELEASED Changelog: - Fixed problems introduced with patch - Fixed Fast Battles - Corrected Helmet Stats and Cost - Improved Environment - New Presentation reinforcements and
sounds - New presentations - Redesigned audio - Many general fixes, settings and replacements - Additional ENB optimized for SoF - Source code included New version available In touch too. This mod is getting better and better. Epic work. Work. Work. sands of faith warband download. mount and blade warband sands of faith runtime error. warband sands
of faith guide. mount and blade warband sands of faith how to recruit. warband sands of faith türkçe yama. mount and blade warband sands of faith crash. sands of faith ( mountblade warband). sands of faith (пески судьбы) (warband) скачать
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